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cproje6Dionali..1m in 
The professional status of an occupation is 
dependent on many factors. The importance of the 
skill to society, the technical knowledge needed to 
perform the skill, and the educational training all 
p 1 a y i m p o ' ! .~ ·1 t r o 1 e s • 
Perhaps the true mark of the professional is a 
feeling--a feeling of competence and responsibility 
by the individual, and a feeling of recognition by 
society. 
T h e C o 11 e ge o f N a t u r a 1 R e s o u r c e s a t U t a h S t a t e 
University builds technically competent resource 
managers. It is the job of these managers, through 
their performance, to build a professional status in 
the eyes of society. 
--David Van De Graaff 
Photo by Park 
Jver photo by J. D. HUnt 
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':Dedication 
The 1967 UTAH JUNIPER is dedicated to Dr. Richard E. McArdle, 
former Chief of the United States Forest Service. Dr. McArdle honored 
the College with his presence last fall, lecturing and leading discussions 
for a month. His s em in a r s on the me ani n g of pro f e s s ion ali s m in Resource 
Management provided a particular inspiration for the theme of this year's 
JUNIPER, and an article by him concerning that subject is included herein. 
Dr. McArdle received his PhD. from the University of Michigan in 
1930, an d he served as Dean of the University of Idaho School of Forestry 
until his return to the Forest Service in 1935. In the Service he held the 
positions of Director of the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station and the Appalachian Forest Experiment Station, and Assistant Chief. 
In 1952 he became Chief of the Forest Service, a position he held until his 
retirement 1n 1962, after 39 years of federal service. 
Dr. McArdle has been continuously active in the field of forestry, 
h a v in g b e e n a C o u n c i 1 m e m b e r f o r t h e So c i e t y of A m e r i c a n Forest e r s, a 
member of the Board of Directors of the American Forestry Association, 
and President of the Fifth and Honorary President of the Sixth World 
Forestry Congresses. He has also been the Executive Director of the 
National Institute of Public Affairs. For outstanding service to his country 
and to Resource Management, we hereby dedicate the JUNIPER to Dr. Richard 
E. McArdle, a true professional. 
qohit'o 
THE DEAN'S MESSAGE 
The Past academic year has been a most successful one for the College 
of Natural Resources. During our June commencement exercises we graduata:l 
93 students; 81 received the Bachelor of Science degree and 12 the graduate 
degree. The undergraduates immediately went to work in their professional 
fields or enrolled in graduate school or took time out for military or peace 
corps assignments. Of the 12 receiving graduate degrees, four were Ph. D.'s 
and eight were at the Master degree level. 
During the year members of our staff took roles in several important 
activities outside of their usual duties; for example, most of the staff members 
took an active part in getting a center in ecology established on campus. Dr. 
John M. Neuhold is the acting chairman for the center. In July we were hosts 
for the annual summer meeting of the American Society of Range Management. 
All the staff members in the Department of Range Science took leadership roles 
in planning and conducting this very successful meeting. In early September, 
the Third National Conference on Outdoor Recreation was held on our campus. 
I served as chairman of the national planning committee and Professor John D. Hunt 
was the conference coordinator. This brought a diversity of professionals to the 
campus from throughout the United States. 
In late September we registered 590 undergraduates and 89 graduate students. 
This studentbody will probably provide the largest graduating class in Utah's 
history. Our graduate program is rapidly increasing in numbers and quality. 
At the present rate I expect that our graduate program will be as large as our 
graduating seniors within a five year period. This is as it should be. The 
demand for better trained men is increasing and the rewards for better training 
justify the advanced degrees. 
The alumni have been very responsive to our recent correspondence. 
This helps in getting scholarship funds established and has been deeply appreciated. 
We hope that your plans of work call for a return to the campus more frequently 
than in the past, so that you can meet the new faculty, learn more about the teaching 
and research programs on campus, and to renew acquaintances. Your university 
and college is growing in academic stature and you will be impressed with our 
growth. 
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Qear Students: 
UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20240 
I was immensely pleased to learn that the national conservation cause is 
being championed by youthful, energetic young minds and spirits such as those 
behind your 1967 project--Conservation Conscience, I like the idea and I like 
your name for it, 
It seems to me that the Resource Revolution of which you speak stems not 
just from a surface awareness of the environmental stakes involved, but from 
deep within our national conscience , Rene Dubos of the Rockefeller Institute ca 
man "ba sically a creature of Nature who has only lately become a creator of 
Nature," and goes on to observe: 
"Throughout the centuries, man worshiped Nature, He still does, but now 
he does it with a sense of guilt," 
It is this mixture of love and guilt that has troubled our national conscience 
and given rise to the vital new conservation movement astir in the land today, 
The revolution bi d s fair to go beyond our physical environment and stand our val 
system on its head, 
I talked to you at some length last June about the numbers racket as it is 
misused to define progress, The progress equation is undergoing a monumental 
shift--from quantity to quality, More and more, Americans are realizing that 
s~~.!_~t_J is the standard of true growth, 
The healthy kicking up of our conservation conscience is signaled everywher 
in the attention belatedly being given to our polluted air and water, to our vani 
o P e n s p a c e s , to o u r m o u n tin g w as t e dis p os a l pro b 1 em s. 0 n e i n s t a n c e in p a r t i c u 1 a 
serves to illustrate my point about the gradual but radical change in our value 
system, and I choose it principally because, in connection with it, I can quote 
some particularly succinct words of Brooks Atkinson, 
It has to do with the citiz,en action which so far has saved that masterpiece 
of nature just 30 miles from Times Square--the Great Swamp of New Jersey, 
This marvelous natural museum was millions of years in the making, The New 
York Port Authority, with jetport intentions, could and would destroy it in a 
matter of months, The value system that motivated citizen action to save the 
swamp is summed up in these words of Mr. Atkinson : 
"All around Great Swamp, property values rise because the population is 
increasing and the supply of land remains the same, In Great Swamp the property 
values are low because the land is good for nothing except life, knowledge, 
pea ce and hope," 
T h e c o n c e r n a n d o u t rage t h at r a ll i e d t o s a v e the s w am p w a s g e n e ·r ate d by 
people willing to invest their dollars in this kind of "worthlessness," Apparently 
conservation has turned an important corner, 
I am deeply grateful for the "shove around the corner" you are giving this 
movement and I shall be most interested in seeing the "Utah Juniper" Yearbook 
for 1967, My best wishes for success in this terribly worthwhile project. 
ecretary of the Interior 
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ROSS S. WH ALEY 
Head Dept. of Forest Mgt. 
BS U, of M,, MS 
Colorado State 
?f.oreDt 
Sci en 
Department of Forest Science 
T he 19 66 -67 year has been one o f healthy, vigorous growth for the department. 
C han ges in c urr ic ula, re v i s ed courses, a drlit ional staff, and expan rl ed research pro-
grams ha v e all led to impro ve d forestry education at Utah State University. 
Probably t he most importan t factor affe c ting quality of education is the quality 
Jf t h e s taff. We were fortunate to a d d three new staff members this year. Each of 
them brings an extremely fine a c a d e m ic background and specialized talents to our 
st a ff . J:' r. G eorge Hart c ame to U,S,U, after se v eral years experience with the 
Northeast Forest Experiment Station, His efforts will be c ombined with those of 
Professor Sc hultz in e xpanding our teaching and research in forest hydrology, 
Increased emphasis on outdoor recreation will result from the ad cl ition of r r . 
R i c h a r d 0 g 1 e a n d M r • W e n d e 1 B e a r ds t e y • D r • 0 g 1 e w i 11 b e w o r k i n g i n t h e a r e a o f 
r eso urce adminis t ra tion , with particula r emphasis on the implications of a d ministrati 
o n r ecreati on dev elopment and planning. Dr, Ogle brings an international fla 1V or 
to our pro gram as a r esu l t of hi s stu d ies o f resource a dm inistration in Puerto Ri co 
an d Vene zuela, 
T he other ad dit ion to our r e creation program, M r. Beards 1 e y, is the new a s sis tan 
l eader o f the C oopera t i ve Recreation Research Unit maintained in our department by 
t he u . s . Forest Se r v i ce . He transferred to Utah from the Rocky Mountain Forest 
and Ra n ge Experiment St ation, 
T his year s aw a fine increase in enrollment, parti c ularly in our gradu a te program 
There were about twenty-five graduate students enrolled spring quarter. Thr e e of 
t h ese were Ph D. candidates. M uch of this expansion is closely related to our growin l 
re searc h eff orts. Ne w research projects enable us to offer stu d ents assistantships 
as we 11 a s f in an ci a 1 assistan c e on their thesis research. Increased d emand by em p 1 o y e 
for m ore highly trained an d spe c ialized students has also contributed to the growth of 
graduate education, 
W h e r e do we h o p e t o go fro m he r e ? ·w e a r e c on t i n u a 11 y ex a m i n i n g o u r v a r Ji. o u s 
c urricula to appraise how well our graduates are fitted to the employee's n e e ds , I 
see s ome e xpansion into new programs as industry and agency activities a re m odified , 
T oo, we are l ooking at the possibi l ity of introducing an intern a tion al educ a t i o>n an d 
re s earch program , Initial efforts at this will concentr a te on La tin Ame ri c a, Sever a l 
short courses for federal government personnel are in the planning st a ge s for n ext yea r 
W e w e 1 c o m e a n y c om m en t s from s t u de n t s a n d a 1 u m n i o n h o w w e m a y m o o:l i f y o u r 
pro g ram to fit your particular needs, Let us hear from you, 
Professor Ross Wh al ey , 
Head, Departm e nt of F o re st Scien, 
T . W, DANIEL 
Professor, Forest Mgmt, 
BS, MS, PhD U of Cal , 
L.AR L M. JOH NSON 
Instructor 
I3S, MS, USU 
J. ALAN WAGAR 
Ass 't, Research Ptof. 
BS u. of Washington 
MF, fbD U. of Michigan 
RAYMOND R. MOORE 
Professor , Forest Mgmt , 
I3S, Penn , State 
MF , Yale U, 
PhD, U, of lv'ash , (June 1964) 
\\ALTER II, JOIIi<SOl\ 
A sst. Prof. Forest Mgmt , 
I3S, MS, Univ. of Michigan 
G eorge E . Hart 
Ass t. Professor 
Forest Science 
B. A ., Y al e 
B,5 ,, M , F ,, PhD . 
U , of Michigan 
JOH N D, llUi'\T 
Asst . Prof. Forest Jvlglllt , 
Extension Forc..:stcr 
BS, tv!S , Univ. of Id aho 
JOHN D. SCHULTZ 
A»t. Pro!.· Forest Sc ience 
i}S , ~IS , L'. of Michigan 
R i c h a r cl A • 0 g l e 
Asst . Professor 
For e st Science 
B. S , , U , of !claho 
M , s ., Syr acuse U , 
PhD., Syracuse U , 
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Timothy Bacon 
Chicago, illinois 
Forest Recreation 
D<"~vid Baumgartner 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Forest Watershed 
Forestry Club 
Phil Bayles 
Parowan, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
Juniper Staff 
Xi Sigma Pi 
William Brakel 
Wirthington, Ohio 
Forest Recreation 
Business Editor, Juniper 
Scott Cameron 
Upland, California 
Forest Recreation 
F. R. W. Council 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Boyd J. Christensen 
Ogden, Utah 
Forest Watershed 
Thomas E. Corbin 
Chicago, Tilinois 
Forest Recreation 
Forestry Club 
Bob Crostic 
California 
Forest Recreation 
Dave Cutcheon 
Logan, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
Robert Day 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
Robert Francke 
New Hyde Park, New 
Forest Recreation 
President, Forestry 
F. R. W. Council 
George Frazier 
Wellington, Nevada 
Forest Management 
William Hallanger 
Orinda, California 
Forest Recreation 
Juniper Photographer 
Theron Garth Heaton 
Logan, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Juniper Staff 
Robert James 
Sacramento, California 
Forest Management 
Forestry Club, 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Larry Johnson 
Oregon 
Forest Management 
Dean Knighton 
Woods Cross, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
Xi Sigma Pi 
William Larson 
Calvin, North Dakota 
Forest Recreation 
Ronald Oleson 
Berlin, New Hampshire 
Forest Recreation 
Scott Packer 
Logan, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
Larry Schmidt 
Ogden, Utah 
Forest Watershed 
Forestry Club 
Richard Schreyer 
Teaneck, New Jersey 
Forest Recreation 
Associate Editor, Juniper 
Xi Sigm a Pi 
Forestry C lu b 
Lee Skabelund 
Logan, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Roger Thomas 
Logan, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
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David Van De Graaff 
Ogden, Utah 
Forest Management 
Juniper Editor 
"Chips" staff 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Bruce Walker 
Bountiful, Utah 
Forest Management 
Bert Wasson 
Logan, Utah 
Forest Management 
Jeffrey Watkins 
Clearfield, Utah 
Forest Management 
Forestry Club 
Mark Buehrig Wally Cole Jerry Hofer Ken Higginbotham 
Johnny Johnson Thomas Me Kee Richard Meyn Ken Moore 
Jason Page Richard Potier Douglas Pumphrey Paul Trotta 
PR 0 FESSIONA LISM 
by Richard E . McArdle 
Are foresters and their closely alli ed brethren, the range management, wildlife and 
recreation specialists, true professional people? None of the seminars in which I partici-
pated during my stay at utah State University in the fall of 1966 interested me quite as much 
as the one where this question was considered. My first reaction was that we s hould be 
less concerned with definitions than with professional responsibilities but to understand 
these respons ibiliti es does seem to require some understanding of the characteristics of 
a profession. 
Originally, "profession"--in the sense of occupation--meant the so- called learned 
professions: theology, medicine and law. Later the term, broadened to include other 
occupations, continued to carry with it specific requirements of education , ethica l conduct, 
a sense of social obligation, and other characteristics which gave these occ upations high 
standing in public opinion. Today, however , "profession" seems to mean any and all 
occupations and the newer dictionari es reflect this changed view. 
Our seminar considered the characteristics often included in definitions and noted 
that in many respects some of the characteristics of a profession are common also to 
those of a skilled trade. For example, many definitions of profession specify that a 
useful service must be performed and obviously this can be true for both profession and 
trade. Competence or skill in performing also could apply to e ither group a lthough for 
one, it usually would be routine application to prescribed specifications whereas for the 
other group, this requirement would involve more difficult and complex application with 
wide latitude for independent judgment. 
Or again, by definition both trade and profession have prescribed ways of qualifying 
for admission. This might be learning by doing through an apprenticeship of some kind, 
or it might be by possession of a university degree from an acceptable institution. In 
some instances there might be for either group a further requirement of examination or 
licensing by a public agency. 
Both trade and profession cuftomarily recognize a common interest for their members 
in having an organized association. For a trade association the widely held opinion is that 
ll 
this common interest tends to focus mainly on economic protection. Both trade and pro-
fessional associations recognize the obligation to train new members with the interest of 
professiona 1 associations extending also into the kind and quality of education. An interest 
in maintaining high standards of competence might be true for either group. Recognition 
of a common interest in originating and disseminating new knowledge is less true of a 
trade than a profession. 
In making these and other comparisons, our seminar discussion was not concerned 
with low-grading the skilled trades, but with finding significant distinctions. We agreed 
that some who call themselves professionals might well emulate the competence of the 
skilled trades . 
In summary, there appears to be general agreement that the key requirements of a 
true profession include all of the following: a long period of higher education aimed not 
only at the application of skills but also at understanding of the subject matter, constant 
improvement of the art or science through res earch and publication, a prescribed way of 
entering the profession, and a strong sense of responsibility to society that goes beyond 
the requirements of ethical conduct or personal gain. 
Discussions of this kind are more than mere academic exercise. It is satis-
fying, of course, to feel than one's occupation rates true professional rank. And 
no one need be hesitant to acknowledge the perfectly human desire to have a respected 
place in the comnunity that so often com es with true professional status. But, to me, 
trying to decide if forestry is or is not a profession is of small consequence. I see no 
point in belaboring this question. 
To see clearly, to understand, and to accept and put into practice true professional 
responsibilities is of more significance. What we need to do is to direct our attention 
to the key requirements of our profession and to renew our dedication to these respon-
s i bi liti es. 
Thus, receipt of a university diploma should not lessen our deep concern in the 
quality of professional education. I mean not only a continuing interest in the edLCation 
of those yet to enter the profession, but also a never-ending determination to continue 
our own education. True, this must largely be self-education but the universities can 
help more, perhaps, than they do now. I mean also a broadening of our professional 
education while at the university and afterwards. Being a skillful technician is not 
enough if indeed it ever was. The important resource management decisions are not 
being made by res·ource managers; the purely technical decisions on methodology, yes, 
but not the decisions on whether to do the job in the first place or if so, how much of it. 
These decisions are made by people educated under other disciplines with backgrounds 
and understandings different from ours. If we want to participate in these basic decisions 
we will have to learn to talk the language of these other people and to deal more broadly 
with resource management than mere methodology. This is a professional responsibility 
of top importance. 
We have a responsibility also to increase and strengthen our body of knowledge. 
I do not mean only to encourage and support research simply because research is 
considered to be a good thing. I am pointing to our professional responsibility to keep 
abreast of research findings and to put them into practice. It is fashionable today to 
speak of "gaps" and all too often there is a wide gap between the time when research 
results are obtained and the time when the practitioner learns about them or puts them 
into use. We have an obligation to seek ways and means of closing this gap. 
Both of these responsi.bilities bear on what I think is one of our two most important 
rofessional responsibilities: to be genuinely competent. Competence is something 
le recognize even when they are not well informed on the subject matter and, like 
or not, they do rate us on competence. Certainly a forester should be able to 
dentify trees, a range man grasses, and a wildlifer animals. But a grade of 70 which 
ay be good enough to pass a course on these subjects in school is not good enough 
aft.er graduation. So, too, all through the list of what might be called the mechanics 
pf r esource management, we must strive for excellence, with more success than I 
think we are having now. But managem ent of resources involves more than methodology. 
If we hope to rate high in professional r esponsibility, we must become more competent 
in understanding the interlocking character of the various na tura l resources and more 
proficient in our ability to weave management of one into management of the others. 
Those who read this will, I hope , see between the lines and know how much I omit here. 
[want only to urge that we do have a responsibility to be trulv competent. 
Finally, I emphasize that true professionals have a responsibility to serve the 
mblic welfare. Forests, wildlife habitat, ranges, recreational opportunities, soi ls, 
vater--these physical things with which we deal are tremendously important to all 
mr people. It is trite to say that we manage these resources not to serve resources 
mt to serve people, but I sometimes think that we should more often remind ourselves 
,f this fact. In so short a statement it is not possible to develop this point at length, 
mt most of thos e who read this do not need further explanation. My reason for 
1l acing this responsibility last is my firm conviction that the rating the public give s 
l S on accomplishment in this respect will determine how high we rate as true 
~rofessionals. Concern for the public welfare is the characteristic that distinguishes 
t profession from other occupations. The public may, and I think will, continue to 
·efer to any and all kinds of occupation as "professions." If we want to stand out 
'rom all these others we shall have to rate high in public opinion on our attitude 
award responsibility for public service. 
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~ raduate Stude11t~ 
To P row , 1 e f t to rig h t: T om C i e s lin ski, Jim M art in, C 1 y d C ass e 11, T:> m M eyer. 
Bottom row, left to right: Jere Christner, Joel Thalheimer, 
David Robert Innis - Wood Technology 
William Hall Ashcroft - Forest Recreation 
Andrew Wangdali Bacdayan - Forest Economics 
Robert Lee Besch t a - For est Hydro 1 o g y 
James LeRoy Boynton - Forest Hydrology 
Clyd M, Cassell - Forest Recreation 
Abdul Majid Chaundry - Forest Management 
Jere Jay Christner - Forest Hydrology 
Belden B. Durtschi - Forest Hydrology 
Archi Allen Dyer- Forest Economics 
M o x o n E u ge n e H a r t - F ore s t M an a g em e n t 
Shih-Chang Wu- Wood Technology 
Maurice Dean Knighton- Forest Recreation 
James William Martin- Forest Recreation 
Thomas R, Meyer -Forest Economics 
Gary E, Patzke - Forest Recreation 
Scott P, Phillips - Forest Recreation 
Larry Royer - Forest Recreation 
Joel Francis Thalheimer - Forest Recreation 
Merle Joseph Van Horne - Forest Recreation 
Roger Belanger- Forest Management 
Perry Joe Brown - Forest Recreation 
Thomas Cieslinski - Forest Recreation 
Terry Jensen - Forest Recreation 
Michael Zan- Forest Hydrology 
to the most human· 
.of all professions 
Man has. been called the 
"time-binding animal." He differs 
from all others in his ability 
to see beyond the moment-and 
act and plan accordingly. 
A farmer plants in the spring for 
next fall's harvest. An architect 
draws plans for a building to be 
completed in two or three yea rs. 
And a forester thinks in terms of 
decades, or even centu ri es. What 
. he plants or nurtures will seldom be 
harvested with in his own lifetime. 
We f ind the experience profoundly 
invigorating . We know you w ill, too. 
Welcome. And good luck. 
sr~EGIS 
Fine Papers 
Pri nt ing Papers 
Kraft Paper and Board 
Packaging Products 
Building Materia ls 
Consumer Products 
~ore6try etub 
Bottom row, left to right: Bob Francke, Tom Chapman, Jim Byers, Paul Trotta, Jason 
Mark Buehrig, Bob James, Dave Baumgartner, :::lcott Packer. 
Tom row, left to right: John Perkins, Doug Parry, Donald Carpenter, Richard Reioux, 
Fred Jones, Kenneth Moore, Bill Sery, Paul Chambers, Jim Mietz, Dave Van De Graaff, 
Jerry Hofer. 
FORESTRY CLUB 
The Utah State University Forestry C lub is an organization rl evotecl to generating 
p r o f e s s i o n a l i n t e r e s t i n t h e f i e 1 d w i t h o u t rl u p l i c a t i n g c l a s s r o o m m a t e r i a 1 • T h is p a s t 
year we ha v e mixed business with pleasure in providing the club members with 
entertaining and informative le ct ures and movies. We have deviated from the field 
of forestry on several o cc asions, but only to provide programs of current interest 
and defi nite v alue to a uni versity student. 
The club i s a ctiv e year long on a regional basis with other western forestry clubs , 
a n d i t h a s b e e n c h o s e n t o h o s t t h e l 9 6 7 W e s t e r n F o r e s t r y S c h o o 1 C o n c l a ve n e x t s p r i n g • 
We , the officers of th e club, certainly hope th at your pa st and future participatic 
in the c lub will be va lue to you and your career . We th ank you for your sup port an d 
encourage your interest. 
--- Bob Francke , Forestry Club President 
Summer eamp 
While other Foresters were leaving Happy Valley destined to various Parks and 
Forests for a summer of fun and games, one group of loyal, dedicated students of 
the Sophomore class elected (?) to spend e ight long weeks in beautiful Logan Canyon. 
The first day was alive with the hustle and hurry of 53 students, each stuffing 
all his earthly possessions into a 3X2X6 ft. cubby hole. Most managed to leave a 
path through which they_ could get out the door. That night was a little chilly, so 
several Foresters learned how to operate a pot-bellied stove. 
Bright and early the still-enthusiastic group was lined up for breakfast before 
Chris was even out of bed. Not a moment was wasted in shaping this motley crew 
of greenhorns; into a well-organized chain gang. A four-hour lecture by Dr. 
Grumbles and hand compass and pacing instruction by Dr. Moore on the first day 
showed us what we were there for. 
Summer camp gave us the opportunity of gaining basic experiences and knowle dge 
in such areas as surveying, mapping, road location, range analysis, and timber 
cruising, wildlife management, and crossing fences. We spent several days touring 
the canyon with Ross Tocher examining recreational facilities, making tourist 
surveys and making campground plans. We also had lectures from Dr. Miller on 
forest soils, and several Forest Service personnel talking about specific problems 
of Forest Management. 
Many of the squad had their first real fire experience when we were called to 
Burley, Idaho for a project fire. Some of them liked it so well they fought fires 
the rest of the summer. "Eh Kentuck?" 
Water fights and other hell-raising activities gave us an occasional break 
from the hardships of study. Looking back, it wasn't so bad after all. 
Johnnie Johnson an d Rich ar d Meyn 
Li vi ng comfort 
Hl 
Back Row, left to right: Jerry Hofer, John Perkins, Larry Pumphrey, 
Douglas Thurman, Ri c hard McDonald, Charles Ferguson, Dennis Julien, 
Mark Buehrig, Walter Mark, John Hicks, Hunter Horvath, Donald Morgan, 
Marc Hughe~, David Van Den Berg, Thomas McKee, Da vi(l Winger, Robert 
M e s singer, R a 1 ph M i 1 es. 
Front Row, left to right : M ichael Panelli, Robert Fitzmayer, Geoffrey 
Von Germeten, Gary Smith, James Andersen, Ed Lewis, Paul Chambers, 
David Osman, Douglas Pumphrey. 
Back Row, left to right: Johnnie Johnson, John Rominski, Wally C ole, 
James P. Anderson, Richard Meyn, Donald Crawford, Davi d Rice, 
Richard Potter, Clark Tucker, Jason Page, Warren Rigby, Gr eg McC larren, 
Paul Trotta, Kent Ellis, Paul Szabara, Donald Swabb. 
Front Row, left to right: Fred Hagius, Robert Mathews, Kent Hackley, 
Tim Hunt, Douglas Parry, David Zaparanick, Terry Andreessen, William 
Burbridge, Rich Sparrow, Kendall Snarr. 
She was about that tall, and?? All right, everybody look intelligent 
Dynamite works well! Chow down 
Camera shy Principles of Range Management 
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1966 JUNIOR FIELD TRIP 
~~coi•SI.t 
~,annon 
Tolo··· Idaho. Oregon. Washington. California. The miles rolled beneath us, as: 36 
Hug f. 
s~;~; junior foresters were out to see what forestry was all about. Everyone had vorked in 
,.., .. the forest before, but this was the first time we were going to see the industry as a 
Net~M 
.. ~:~:~::~ whole. Encouraged by the spring weather and the last of Doc's tests, we set out to spend 
"'""'···· the next two weeks in each other's company in the close quarters of our luxmy transportation 
~~ The trip was a kaleidoscope of sights, sounds, and colorful memories. Silviculture, 
r.u.: harvesting, milling, watershed--each day brought some new experiences. lhder the able 
c::; guidance of Walt Johnson and Ray Moore, there was never a dull moment, e\en in the 
C•~Me. 
""'"'C::: campgrounds at night. 
We were fortunate to visit such recreational sites as the "topless" bars in Portland, 
c .... ,.,.oo, casinos in Elko, and Mount Hood during a blizzard. After about ten days of :roughing it, 
ci;~--:;· the thought of home-cooked meals seemed pretty good. At any rate, each for::J ster had had 
s. 
r ..... d a true experience, and such things as the Hines Lumber Mill, Crown Zee's Paper Mill, 
>- 4 Pee\~ Patrick's Point, balloon logging, and the falling of a giant redwood would not soon be f".,..""'rT 
: ,i~ 0 
~ • o o - ~ 
o • ~ ur Neol -- Richard Schreyer 

STEAKS 
Mt. Logan Cafe 
91 West Center St. 
Logan~ Utah 
·SHRIMP 
- CHICKEN 
Open Daily 3 a.m. to I a.m. 
Sat. 5 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
Ray Baise - Owner 
@RKp!iMII 
SAVES TIME! 
-· CUTS COST! 
NEL-SPOT D-1 03 
HAND GUN 
AI laches d~recllo Nelson quarl of 
p31nt No strammg- no trans fer -
rmg of pa1nt- no dally clean1ng. 
FOR BETTER 
TREE MARKING 
LOOK TO NELSON 
FOR LEADERSHIP 
THE NELSON PAINT COMPANY 
THREE PLANTS TO SERVE YOU 
Bo~ 349, Iron Mountotn, M1(h1gon • Box 1891, Mont-
gomery , Alabama • Box 401 . M<M1nnvdle, Oregon 
Stone's Texaco Service 
3rd So. and Main Ph. 752-8373 
Logan. Utah 
We giveS & H Green Stamps 
~ore6try eonclave 
After successfully competing against the "Injun ears" during Conservation Week 
vities, the U.S. U. forestry conclave delegation rushed to the airport. After stowing 
gear aboard the university's aircraft, we took off for the conclave at Oregon State 
versity in Corvallis, Oregon. 
The conclave got off to a quick start with a "break the ice" party on the evening we 
, ved. Everyone became acquainted and made many lasting friends. 
The next day everyone turned out, with headaches and all, in the rain to go on the 
r. Our first stop was at Oakridge to see the balloon logging. The balloon was on the 
ound, with the tail section torn out. After hearing about the balloon operation, we 
arded our buses again to see the aerial tram logging operation. By the time we arrived, 
~ rain had turned to snow, and it was hard to see the operation through the storm. 
Friday consisted of meetings, speakers, and more meetings, climaxed by the formal 
nquet and dance at the Forestry Club cabin. 
Bright and early on Saturday the competition began in earnest. Humboldt State and 
mtana dominated the events with Utah State close behind. 
Delegates to the conclave were Johnnie Johnson, Jim Byers, Tom Chapman, Jerry 
!ioux, and Don Carpenter, with Dr. George Hart as advisor. 
by Jim Byers 
Left to Right: Top; Jerry Reiox, Tom Chapman, Don Carpenter 
Bottom; Jim Byers Johnnie Johnson 
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Forest Science Research - A Quest for 
Essential Knowledge 
By John D. Hunt 
It seems like just yesterday that research in the Department of Forest 
Science was a very small part of the total program. Today, however, research 
is a major function of nearly all twelve staff members in the Department. 
The research is a diverse program covering a wide spectrum of natural 
resource related subjects. 
Forest Recreation is the subject of the largest portion of the program. 
Economic, social, and management implications are being examined. One 
project involves the complete inventory of Utah's existing and potential 
outdoor recreation resources. Other projects examine methods of predicting 
recreation use, application of management techniques to recreation sites 
and consumer decisions affecting vacation patterns. 
In the silviculture and forest biology areas effort is being made 
to identifying problems associated with managing pinyon-juniper lands in 
the Intermountain West. At the same time projects to measure the effect 
of temperature on root growth of coniferous seedlings and reproduction and 
succession in the spruce fir and lodgepole pine types are in progress. 
The production of essential oils from the pinyon-juniper type is 
an active project which follows examination of firewood and charcoal 
production from the same forest type. 
A relatively new energetic program in watershed research is geared 
to vegetation manipulation to increase water y~elds, data reduction 
methods for stream flow from small wildland watersheds and plant-water 
relationships of trees subjected to various chemical treatments. 
The importance of water resource development as an economic impact 
on surrounding areas is under examination. Another study is devoted 
to an administration examination of a land and water area under multiple 
agency administration. 
In the future, although every effort will be made to maintain 
a research program of wide variety, the Department of Forest Science plans 
to energetically concentrate effort on three major areas. Because of 
geographic location, regional needs and staff interests; outdoor recreation, 
ecology and watershed management will receive major emphasis. 
Whether Utah's and the Nation's natural resources will deteriorate 
and dwindle to insignificance or contribute fully to the needs of 
America depends upon our level of knowledge. The Department of Forest 
Science is attempting to contribute to this knowledge through a growing 
and expanding research program. 

Abstract of "Comparison of the Professional Degree 
in Europe and United States" 
T. W. 
The professional status of a degree forester is an accepted fact in Europe 
while the professionalism of the forester in the United States is not universally 
agreed upon even among the foresters. 
There are a number of contributing causes for this difference. A significant 
factor is educational background. In Europe, the professional school curriculum 
is devoted entirely to the requirements of a forester and no attempt is made to 
correct any weaknesses of the high school training. Four years of course work 
and generally an extra year to prepare for the final state examinations are required. 
In a real sense, the professional forester is licensed by the government because he 
must pass detailed state examinations which cover all phases of the field. In 
contrast, almost everyone in the United States who graduates from high school can 
enroll in a forestry college and by persistent effort accomplish the piecemeal 
assimilation of basic forestry requirements. The curriculum is diluted by the 
necessity of taking two years to acquire such basic training as English language, 
mathematics, history, social sciences, and other similar course work after twelve 
years in school. Ultimately, he is employed after passing an intelligence test or 
an evaluation of his academic record and experience. In Europe, even in private 
forestry, the professional degree is required for managerial responsibilities. 
In the United States, the ranger school graduate considers himself equally well 
qualified to handle forest management decisions as the college graduate. In Europe, 
the ranger school graduate remains in the ranger position. 
In addition to the educational differences, there are much more direct 
reflections on professionalism of foresters: (1) respect generated by mastery of 
local conditions and (2) measurable success in doing the job. 
A European forester makes very few moves during his career. He therefore 
knows his whole area better than anyone else and almost as well as any of his 
rangers. In addition, the results of his good management are evident for all to see. 
In the United States, especially in government service, a degree man moves many 
times during his career. When he stays long enough to master the situation, he is 
transferred. In addition, the results of his efforts are frequently so poor, because 
he is spread so thin and has such little help, that good management develops too slowly 
for local recognition. The basic cause of this difference is the European principle 
of promotion in place as opposed to the U.S. principle of grading the place and 
promoting the man by transferring him to a higher ranking position. 
There are two other elements that contribute to the general acceptance of a 
uropean forester as a professional. The first is inherent in the restriction of 
y to those who can afford to attend the preparatory schools for university 
ranee. Such individuals usually have a cultural background in the arts and 
anities that is revealed in their ability to communicate, their poise in social 
ituations, and their professiot'al self-assurance. The second is the historical 
sition of the forester who, in past times, was also the local representative of the 
as "Jagermeister" or manager of the king's game. These two characteristics 
rmitted the forester to demand and get the respect of all classes of people and 
rhereby the role of a professional. 
In the U.S. the importance of our wildland resources, especially the multiple use 
forests, warrants the attention and training of our best minds. A stiffening of our 
ucation system should be utilized to strengthen the training and a greater concern 
hould be given to the means for exercising this training and thus bolster the professional 
tatus of these individuals. Today, too many foresters do not have the training or the 
~eling for their mission and the loud protestations of professionalism, where performance 
; inadequate, promote only a tolerant smile. 
AMERICA'S MOST WANTED WINDOW 
They give you more Heating Economy • Air Conditioning Economy 
Window Beauty• Permanent Satisfaction 
Use Andersen Windows for top dividends on home investment 
ANDERSEN CORPORATION 
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA • 55003 
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The past year has again resulted in many changes. Art Smith moved to 
Washington, D. C. as a consultant in range and game matters for the Public 
Land Law Review Commission. This is recognition of Art's many years of 
study in land law and administration. His contribution here can be of immense 
importance to the people of the United States. 
Art was replaced by George W. Scotter. Many will remember George as a 
Canadian and a brilliant scholar. We are fortunate to secure a man with his 
capability and experience to continue our cooperative program in game-range 
research. 
The department got a real boost this year upon receipt of a large grant 
from BLM to do research in w~tershed problems of arid ranges. G. Fredrick 
Gifford was employed to conduct this research and teach in the Watershed 
Management area. Fred is another man having a wealth of capability and push 
with which to stimulate this important program. 
A third important development this year was approval of a Center of Ecology 
in which the department will cooperate in a greatly expanded program of research 
and teaching in basic ecology. We have added to our staff Dr. Martyn Caldwell 
from Duke University to spark this work. We sincerely feel that U.S. U. now will 
be right along with the best of American universities in ecology. 
We ,have lots to be proud of among our older staff members too. Not the 
least is Wayne Cook's election as President of the American Society of Range 
Management. Neil West is busy on a new book on range plan communities. Jack 
Hooper is building a promising new program in range economics and land appraisal. 
George Coltharp and Jim Grumbles are both getting good starts in productive 
research. Things have never looked so good. 
Enrollment is high but student job opportunities are good, and we cannot supply 
demands. Graduate students especially have had excellent offers, particularly in 
Watershed Management. 29 men are now working on graduate degrees. We have 
five new NDEA fellowships filled with the best prospects in years. In addition, 
there are 13 other fellowships and assistantships, including two Rockefeller Founda-
tion fellows from Mexico and Chili. 
It is with great pride that we look upon the past year and contemplate the future 
of Range Science at Utah State. We continue to welcome your support. 
L. A . Stoddart, Head 
Department of Range Management 
<:Rattge 
~acuity 
Mich. St. U. 
KARL PARKER 
Ext. Range Special~t 
BS Colorado State U., 
MS Montana State U. 
JIM B. GRUMBLES C, WAYNE COOK 
Asst. Dean, College 
Forest, Range & Wild-
life Management. 
Asst. Prof. Range Science 
BS, SW Texas St. Col. 
MS, & PhD, Texas A & M. 
BS, Kansas State Col. 
MS, USU; PhD, Texas 
A&M. 
ARTHUR D. SMITH 
Professor. Range Science 
BS, USU, MS. U of Calif. 
PhD, U. of Michigan 
Jack F, Hooper 
Asst. Professor 
Range Science 
B.S., M.S., PhD. 
u. of California 
NEIL E. WEST 
Asst. Prof. Range Science 
BS, PhD Oregon St. U. 
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R. Dennis Child 
Logan, Utah 
Range Management 
Conservation Week Chairman 
Range Society 
A. Errol Draper 
Blackfoot Idaho 
Range Management 
Range Society 
Rhett Durfey 
Aurora, Utah 
Range Management 
Range Society 
Milton N. Frei 
st. George, Utah 
Range Management 
Range Society 
Lloyd A. Fusselman 
Logan, Utah 
Range Management 
Range Society 
Edward Hajdys 
Beverly, Mass. 
Forest-Range 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Range Society 
Bernard Jansen 
Oregon 
Range Management 
Plant I. D. Team 
Range Society 
Edward Lewis 
Albq., N. M. 
Forest-Range 
Range Society 
Alan R. Muir 
Woodruff, Utah 
Range Management 
F. R. w. President 
Plant I. D. Team 
R1nge Society 
Calf Strangler 
David A. Prevedel 
Hooper, Utah 
R ' nge Management 
"Chips" Editor 
Juniper Staff 
F. R. W. Council 
"The Supervisor" 
R. John Rominske 
Butternut, Wis. 
Forest-Range 
Range Society 
·ed Hagius 
Gene Schoelmer 
Wisconsin 
Range Management 
Vice Pres. Range Society 
Phil Vance 
Logan, Utah 
Forest-Range 
Range Society 
Kenneth Walker 
Brigham City, Utah 
Range Management 
Range Society 
Sam IDng 
Richard Westman 
Springville, Utah 
Range Management 
Range Society 
George Wiggins 
Elko, Nevada 
Forest Range 
R::1.nge Society Pres. 
Plant I. D. Team 
"Chips" and "Juniper" Staff 
F. R. W. Council 
Grant E. Wood 
Logan, Utah 
Forest-Range 
Plant I. D. Team 
R ::tnge Society 
Seniors Not Pictured : 
Phil Lyman 
Ferron Leviett 
Edward Korzdorfer 
Earl Carson 
Karl Simonson Douglas Thurman 
Dine in the delightful 
canyon atmosphere 
at 
Zanavoo Lodge 
Steaks - Shrimp - Chicken 
Zanacones 
3 Miles From Campus 
Up Logan Canyon 
Your 
Graduation 
Ring 
The Most Respected 
Symbol of Your 
Educational Achievement 
Purchase at 
Utah Stat~ University 
Bookstore 
Logan, Utah 
MatheW's Market 
Lockers - Meats - Groeeries 
118:1 East 7th North Phone Sli. 2-2471 
The Utah State University chapter of the American Society of 
Range Management was cmrtered in 1956. Since this time, the 
chapter has attempted to promote interest, discussion and better 
understanding of Range Science. This year the chapter presented 
programs with a variety of topics. Topics ranged from artificial 
insemenation to employment opportunities with the BLM, SCS, and 
Forest Service. Other meetings featured slide talks by members of 
the chapter who went on the fall range field trip. A discussion on 
multiple use land management and a local rancher speaking on 
range management problems were also featured. 
Five members of the student chapter attended the national 
meeting of the ASRM in Seattle this yea r. The chapter display 
prepared by Lloyd Fusselman and Karl Simonson placed second 
in the display contest. 
Top row, left to right: Dennis Child, Rhett Durfee, Dennis Sykes, Roger Rominske, 
Karl Simonson, Bernie Jansen, Dr. J. B. Grumbles (advisor). 
Bottom row, left to right: Sq_m King, Edward Lewis, Alan Muir, George Wiggins, 
Gene Schloemer, David Prevedel, Doug Thurman. 
It ain't your years, but how you spent 'em, 
Ain't the cares that life may bring, 
It's the joys and dreams and fri endships, 
These are worth remembering. 
UTAH 
The senior range field trip took place September 13 -22. The trip included stops in 
Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona. Advisors were Drs. George Cotharp and 
Jack Hooper. 
"Loading on the bus" 
Whoops, sorry Lady 
Cl.(.bi! 
f3Lf'1 -Fottesf 
Se.ttvlc.e. '-"A.."'f~­
s HcD S"t"VO Y 
A~ER 

Stripa grass permanently marked for livestock utilization studies. 
Constructed trail through heavy brush for improved livestock distribution. 
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For Style, Quality and 
Friendly Service 
It's 
Leven's Men Store 
in Logan 
Earl's Service Store 
5th North Main 
1427 NORTH MAIN 
LOGAN, UTAH - 84321 
Service Is Our 
Middle Name 
We Give S&H 
Green Stamps 
Phone 752-5257 
cpla11 t '5 clerttificatiort 'Ceam 
Top row, left to right: Grant Wood, Bernie Jansen, Dr . Grumbles. 
Bottom row, left to right: Karl Simonson, Alan Muir, George Wiggins. 
On February 11, the Utah State University plant identification team 
traveled to Seattle, Washington to compete with 13 other western 
univers ities in the identification of range plants. The contest , which 
is annually sponsored by the American Society of Range Management, 
s ports some mighty tough competition and this year proved no exception . 
The team placed fourth wi th a 98. 0 percent average. Texas 
Technological College, Colorado State College, and the University 
of Wyoming placed first, second, and third respectively. 
Besides participating in the contest, the student s were able to 
meet many respectable people associated with range manage ment. 
The team members were also able to attend many of the t echnical 
sessions that took place at the national meeting. " 11 in all, the 
trip proved to be a valuable educational experience. 
The team members were :Bernie Jansen, Alan Muir, Karl Simonson, 
Grant Wood, and George (Stud) Wiggins. Dr. J. B. Grumbles was the 
team coach. 
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~racluate Student~ 
Left to right, top row: Dan Rodgers, Mohammad Abbuss Bayoumi, John Workrman, 
Bernie Jensen. 
Bottom row: Phil Sims, Gilberto Valenzuela, Gerald Williams, Lynn Drawe. 
Graduate Students Enrolled in Range Science 
Bob Baker 
John Buckhouse 
Raymond Brown 
M. Sharif Chaudhry (finished this spring) 
Pat Coyne 
Lynn Drawe 
Reed Flint 
Juan Gasto 
Valdon Hancock 
Roy i-Iarniss (finished class work) 
lngvard B. (Bernie) Jensen 
Ronald Johnson 
Russell Moore 
Dan Rodgers 
Phil Sims 
Joe Trlica (started this spring) 
Ross Wein 
Gary Westmoreland 
Gerald Williams 
John Workman 
Gilberta Valenzuela 
Mohammad Abbass Bayomni 
May you have food and shelter, 
A soft pillow for your head; 
May you be many years in heaven 
Before the devil knows you're dead. 
M. s. 
M. s. 
Ph. D. 
Ph. D. 
Ph. D. 
Ph. D. 
Ph. D. 
Ph. D. 
M. s. 
M. s. 
M. s. 
M. s. 
Ph. D. 
Ph. D. 
Ph. D. 
M.S. 
Ph. D. 
M. S. 
Ph. D. 
M.S. 
Ph. D. 
M. S. 
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8T C .M . RII6Se. Lt.. 
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Mitchell Motor Motel 
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SIGLER. WILLIAM F. 
Prof. and head; Dept. of 
Wildlife Resources 
qOilcllile 
Scie11ce 
BS, MS, PhD, Iowa State University 
Postdoctorate at U of California 
Research: Water Pollution 
Cources: Advanced Animal Ecology 
There have been several notable changes in, and additions to the Wildlife Resources staff in the last year, 
Dr. Clair Stalnaker, a fish geneticist who received his Ph. D. from North Carolina State University is the 
new Assistant Leader of the Cooperati ve Fishery Unit, Dr. Robert Kramer, formerly Assistand Leader of the Unit 
was named Leader last spring. Dr. Gar Workman is the new Wildlife Extension Specialist, He re placed Jack >< <>•·•u·m • 
who is head ing the Bureau of Wildlife Services Division, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Dr, Workman is 
trained in both fish and game work, He was formerly the Director of the Utah Fish and Game Experimental Fish 
Hatchery located near Logan. Dr. Workman's support comes from the Utah Fish and Game Department, the Utah 
State University Extension Service, and the Wildlife Resources Department. Mr. Ron Goede , who replaced Dr. 
Workman, received his M. S. from Utah State University and followed that with a six month's intensive training 
course at the Eastern Fish Disease Lab, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife at Leetown, Virginia. His 
inte rests are in disease and pathology. 
The Wildlife Resources Department current ly has 13 staff members each with his own type of research . There 
is a strong possibility that the Department will add a new population ecologist, a big game biologist, and an 
Assistant Leader for the Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit . 
The Department presently has 213 undergraduates and 72 graduate students, Two of the doctoral candidates 
have doctorates in veterinary medicine. 
Dr. W. F. Sigler spent the last six months of 1966 on a sabbatica l which covered the northwest, and midwest 
as far east as the University of Illinois, and as far south as Uni versity of Arizona. This trip covered 12,000 driving 
miles and quite a few more in planes , walking, and on horseback. 
Dr. Allen Stokes is a guest lecturer in the National Behavior Institute which is being taught this year at St. Lawr 
Uni~ersity, Canton, New York. Dr. Kelker is still a member of the editorial board of the journal of Wildlife Mana 
Dr. John M. Neuhold, was named Acting Head of the new Ecology Center created in 1966. The Center's purpos 
is to promote and coordinate research and graduate studies in the broad area of ecology, with special emphasis on 
wildlands. Seven departments are involved. 
Dr. Wagner, and his research team of graduate students, continue to make excellent progress on the population 
and life history dynamics studies of the jackrabbit, and the predator-prey relationship between coyotes and jackrabbll 
Dr. Helm will present a paper discussing the effects of uranium mill wastes on stream biota at the International 
Radioecology Symposium in Michigan this summer. 
Dr. Low is branching out into a new type of academic activity. He is this year's faculty advisor for the Student 
Wildlife Society of the Western States. They met this year in Las Cruces, New Mexico. 
Susan Martin is teaching radio-ecology for the first time. 
Dr. Balph's work on the Uinta ground squirrel is rapidly propelling him into a place of national prominence as an 
animal behaviorist. 
Encouraging progress is being r ade toward establishing a full professional course offering during the summer 
quarter. This year for the first time Dr's. Balph, Helm, and Kelker will teach courses during the summer session. 
KELKER. GEORGE H. 
BS, Hiram 
BSF, MSF, U of Michigan 
SeD, U of Michigan 
Research: Population Dynamics 
Courses: Wildlife Problems 
• Prof; Wildlife Resources 
rch: Population Dynamics 
: Adv. Animal Ecology 
UHOLD, JOHN M. 
LOW, JESSOP B. 
Prof. of Wildlife Resources, 
Leader, Cooperative 'Wildlife 
Research Unit 
BS, Utah State 
MS, PhD, Iowa State 
Research: Marshland Ecology 
• Prof; ·,v ildlife Resources 
MS, PhD, Utah State University 
: Toxicology & Physiology 
: Limnology 
~aculty 
HELM, W ILLlA M T. 
STOKES, ALLEN W. 
BS, Haverford College 
MS, Harvard University 
PhD, U of Wisconsin 
Postdoct<ilr.:>.te at Cambridge 
~-<-esearch: Animal Behavior 
Courses: Animal Behavior 
Asst. Prof; Wildlife Resources 
BS, MS, fhD, Univ. of Wisconsin 
Research : Distribution and 
Movement of Fish 
Courses: A qua tic Ecology 
BALPH, DAVID F. 
BA, Hira:!! 
MS, PhD USU 
Robert H. Kramer 
Leader- Cooperative Fisheries Unit 
BS, BA, Bemidji State Col. 
MS. PhD, University of Minnosota 
Fish Physiology, Population 
Dynamics and Life Histories 
Research: Fishery Principles and 
Techniques 
N. I. H. Postdoctoral Fellowship 
Research in behavior 
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MARTIN, SUSAN S, 
BA , U of Colorado 
MS, USU 
STALNAKER, CLAIR B. 
BSF, W, Vir. University 
PhD, North Caro. Sta te Uni versity 
Resea rch: Population genetics 
Courses: Fishery Principles and 
Techniques 
Rese a rch: Radiation biology 
Courses: Radiat ion biology 
WORKMAN, GAR W. 
BS, MS,Ph, D. USU 
Research: Fresh-water ecology 
Courses: Fish History M olllal!,eJ.IIt:l 
GOEDE, RONA LD W. 
BS, U of Nebras ka 
MS, USU 
Research : Fish Pathology 
Courses: Fish Pathology 
Senior6 
Bob Ande rs on 
Logan, Utah 
Wildlife Resources 
President-Wildlife Society 
Douglas Kapke 
Gladstone, Nebraska 
Fisheries Management 
Xi Sigma Pi, 
Newman Club 
ll. r ,~' 1· .. 1 . ·. . 'jt • . ! ., .... 
I 
Doug Dompier 
Baraga , Michi gan 
Fi s heries 
J 0 Xi Sigm a Pi 
Sec . - Wildlife Society 
Son of P a ul Award 
Dale Haskins 
Logan, Utah 
Wildlife Resources 
Jim Fitzpatrick 
Nunica, Michigan 
Wildlife Resources 
ElRoy Taylor 
Logan, Utah 
Wildlife Resources 
Marvin Mobbs 
Ithaca, New York 
Wildlife Resources 
Bob Hurley 
PortsmiC1, Ohio 
Wildlife Resources 
Wildlife Society 
Steven Di lion 
Skip Jones 
Springfi l::l ld, New Jersey 
Wildlife Resources-Fisheries 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Wildlife Society 
Stuart Luttich 
Ohiowa, Nebraska 
Wildlife, Nebraska 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Alpha Zeta 
Wild"! ife Society 
Charles Ebersole 
Bainbridge, Penn . 
Wildlife Resources 
President-Xi Sigma Pi 
Jerome Snow 
Leo Hovinoga 
Wisconson 
Wildlife Resources 
7i'i.ldlife Society 
Jeb Stuart 
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Spencer Amend, M.s. 
Gary Beers , Ph. D. 
Tom Boario, M.s. 
Dale Bremer, Ph , D. 
Richard Burns, M. S. 
Cohen Croney, M.s. 
Ian Dickson, Ph. D. 
Nancy Erman, M. S. 
Robert Franzen, M.s. 
Herb Goulden, M.S. 
Charles Haynes, M.S. 
Paul Holden, M.S. 
Mary Ina Jordon, M.s. 
Phillip Lehner, Ph, D. 
Don McKnight , Ph. D, 
John Messerli, M.S. 
Bruce Moorh ead , M, s . 
Lewis Ne lson, M. s . 
Bill Pearson, Ph. D. 
Robert Rumsey, Ph. D, 
Dwight Smith, Ph. D. 
Lawson Sugden, Ph . D. 
Robert Wa lker, Ph. D. 
Yuh-Jao Wu, M. s. 
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Donna Balph , Ph , D. 
Steve Bjornn, M.s. 
Wayne Bohl, Ph, D. 
c. Holden Brink, M.S. 
Frank Clark, Ph . D. 
Robert Da lton, M.s. 
Ellen Drake, M. s. 
Nei l Folks, M. s. 
Ron Goede, Ph. D. 
Jack Gross, Ph. D. 
Gary Hickman, M.S. 
Chuck Irvine, M.s. 
Dan Kimball, Ph. D, 
Wayne Long, M. S. 
Bob McQuivey , M.s. 
JC: mes K. Morgan, M, S. 
Ray Murdy, Ph. D. 
David Nyquist , Ph. D. 
Larry Royer, M. s. 
Rajendra K. Sharma, Ph. D. 
Mike Sterling, M. S. 
David Vanicek, Ph. D. 
Mark Warner, M. S. 
Milton Beck, Ph. D. 
Quentin Bliss, M. s . 
Eric Bolen, Ph. D. 
Les Bugai, Ph. D. 
Grant Collett, M.S. 
Ernest Dean, M. s . 
Don D. Erma.1, Pb. D. 
Bill Franklin, M, S, 
Richard Goulden, M. s. 
Dale Haskins 
Don Hildon, Ph. D. 
Jeff Johnson, M.s. 
James, R, Kitts, M, s. 
Foster Mayer, Ph. D. 
John Mech ler, M, S. 
Dwight Moore , Ph. D. 
John Magel, M. S. 
John Palmioano, M.S. 
Bob Ruff, Ph. D. 
Norman Slade, M. s . 
Charles Stoddart, Ph. D. 
Robert VanWormer, M. s . 
Robert C. Watts, Ph. D. 
PRODUCTS FOR THE FOREST INDUSTRIES 
Permatox 100 and the SURE-MIX® SYSTEM 
MILLBRITE 
SEALTITE 60 
AMBROCIDE 
AM BRITE 
PENTA-WR 
sap stain and mold control 
Weather protective treatment for lumber from mill to iob. 
Sharply reduces losses caused by end-checking in logs and lum 
Low-cost log spray reduces losses from degrade of lumber due 
damage by insects, stain or mold. 
Effective insect control chemical for use on logs and lumber. 
Clean and paintable. Widely used by millwork plants. 
Water-repellent preservative 
CHAPMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY 
Leading manufacturer of wood preservatives 
416 Brooks Rd., Memphis, Tenn. 38109 
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Utah State University, in keeping with a tradition of high le ve l academic pursuits, and qua lity facu lties and faci li ties , 
; assumed a position of responsibility fo r the continuous deve lopment of irs extensive program of Wildlife resea rch . In 
quest and exploration of the unknown , the University is augmenting irs foundations of knowledge and providing a prime 
;dium for nurturing the endeavors of irs students who are ac ti ve ly engaged in providing the answers to the cha llenges of 
iresh ly un fo lding world of wildlife conservation, management , and utilization . 
The Uni versity's wildlife resea rch is coordinated principally through the Utah coope rative Wildl ife Resea rch Un it a nd 
! Uta h Cooperati ve Fisheries Unit, which are ramificat ions of the Nationa l Cooperative Wildlife program . Since it s 
ginning , in 1935, the program has he ld the following objectives: "( 1) conduct research basic to the managen,en t of 
i dlife resources, (2) facilitate th e training of wild life personne l at the graduate leve l, (3) provide technica l a>sistance 
conservat ion agencies in their wildlife management programs, and ( 4) promote e duca tion in natural resources through 
monstration , lecture , and publication . " 
In cooperation with the continuo us work of the Wildlife Department staff, seventy graduate students and a dozen 
d ergradua tes are emplo yed in actua l projects of inquiry or, in the case of the undergraduates, assist in formu lation of 
tum . 
Forty - four of the seventy graduates a re laboring fu ll time on the USU campus, the ren,ainder arc conducting invesr -
ar ions in the name of the University in such diverse places as the Yellow Knife area of the Northwest Terri tories, 
mada , the mountains of Colorado , and the marshes of Ma nitoba. 
During the past year, the projects of USU investiga tors, to aid them in conducting their va luab le work, received 
e support and financial assistance of many nationally recognized organizations. These include the u. s. National 
rk Service , the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife , the Colorado State Conservation De partment , the Na tional 
stirures of Hea lth, the Utah Agricultural Experiment Depart ment and Utah Stare Universi ty, the Na tional Defense 
llow ship, the U.S. Forest Service, the Na tiona l Science Foundation, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Na tional 
ildlife Federat ion , and many other institutions that ha ve a vital interest in extending the bounds of contem porary 
.owledge of our natural resources . 
Currently Utah Stare's wildlife research in vol ves : 
l. Game Research - gene ra l eco logy of deer , moose , e lk, and waterfowl, population studies of chipmunks, 
: ackrabbits and ground squirre ls, effects of natura l, adverse , and manipu la ted environ ments on game product ivity, 
social organization, and behavior, eva luation of co ver type mapping procedures as a means of expressing com -
position of wildlife habitats, the effects of density, predation , and dispe rsion or our popu lations of wild spec ies, 
and the role of man 's widening enc roa chme nt upon the natura l world. 
2 . Fisheries Research -in ge neral fisheries in volves m uch the same needs , procedures , and avenues of approach 
as game , only applied to the aquatic environment . Some examples of c urrent work are: Behavior patterns of 
trout species and populations, intensive study of toxic effects on game fish, the affect of high dams on fish and 
fish nutritional organisms, populat ion dynamics and ecology of game fish poison and pollut ion effects on aquat ic 
ecosystems, in volved inquiries into genetics and the effec ts of irradiation on aquatic species , nutrit ional requirements 
of various species at different age leve ls and application of research to the economic and esthetic needs of humanities 
posterity. 
The m odern wild life biologist utilizes such sophistica ted technologi cal inno vations as radio te lemetry for migration 
1d population studies , birth control drugs for pest spec ies control, and applications of the field of radiology to wi ldlife 
udies. He now explores the relative ly new rea lms of anima l psycho logy and beha vior and is becoming more aware of 
.an's everchanging influence on his environ ment and irs affects on our wildlife heritage . 
Today 's conservationists are encountering and coping with a new world of cha llenges and problems as the scope of 
eir fie ld expands and becomes more lucid . Utah State Uni versity is contributing irs share of ende avor and accomplish -
1ent to man's constantly widening horizons on knowledge . By enhancing humanities awareness of our environ ment and 
s components and intricacies, wildlife research is enabling our expanding civilization to be evermindful of man' s 
:lationships to his species, his earrh,and the universe . 
Robert Giffin 
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Photos by Dr. J. B. Low and Dr. W. T. Helm 
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Society 
Left to right: 
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Front row; Dale Perry, Jeb Stuart , Robert Giffin, Fred Tilly, Robert Anderson , Doug Dompier . 
Second .Row; John Sigler, Brian Geils , Eugene Rider, Pat Dwye r, Andrew Ra ndal, Jim Porter. 
Third Row; BenTats , Paul Johnson , Dave Wl1ittlinger, Dave Burke, Dave Janke, Al vin Kyono. 
The Wild li fe Society is a professional organization for wi ldlife 
managers . Our chapter is co mposed of students in both ga me and 
fis heries management. Thi s past year we had a total membership 
of 66 . 
The money- makin g projects of the past year included the 
stockpile book sale and s howing Walt Di sney movies. Many tha nks 
to Leo Hovine and J i m Porter , the respective cha i rmen , for jobs 
well done. 
So m e of our activities of the past year included a donation to the 
African Book P rogram, drawing up a resol ution on the Uintah 
Wil de rness Area , Ci sco fis hing party, and displays during Conservati on 
Week a nd the Festiva l of Creativity . 
!he [>as t year , 18 me mbers a ttended t he thi rd a nnua l Weste rn 
Students Wil dli fe Conclave he ld in Las Cruces , New Mexico. The 
conclave cons i s ted of meetings , l ectures , fi e ld trips , wildlife bowl, 
a nd banquet. Our Wildlife Bowl t ea m placed thi r d. B etween these 
events , our de legation a l s o made a fin e s howing in Jua r ez , Mexic o. 
A 11 me mber s of our delegation fe lt the trip was well worth the 
tim e and effort involved. 
Many thanks to this year's office rs : Bob Ande r s on, Pres ident ; 
Skip Jones , Vice President; Doug Dampie r, Sec r eta r y; Dave Whitlinge r , 
Treasurer ; for jobs well done. 
by Doug Dampier 
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At 6:30 A. M., Thrusday, February 24, about 30 wildlife students, accompanied by Dr •. J. B. Low, 
and a bus driver named Jim, boarded a bus that was to take them on a trip to Yellowstone National 
Park ir.. conjunction with Dr. W agners big game clc.ss. 
After a ride of about 12 hours duration, broken here and there by various coffee stops, meaL stops, 
gas stops, photo stops, and ? stops, the bus arrived in the thriving metropolis of Ga :dner Montana, on 
the outskirts of the park. 
Those on the trip were much impressed by the large numbers of deer in the Gardner area. Literally 
hundreds of deer were seen, on hillsides, in fields, and on the road, scrambling to safety from the 
front of the bus as it bore down on them, (It seemed as if Jim imagined himself as Phil Hi 1 or 
Sterling Moss throughout the entire trip!) 
The evening meal was taken in the various restruants in Gardner; those students who ate at Cecils' 
were honored by a number of deer that gathered at the park boundry fence to watch them eat--it gave 
some an uncomfortable feeling of being watched. 
After dinner and some after-dinner imbibing, the party reboarded the bus for the four m ile trip to 
Mammoth Hot Springs and the Park Headquarters. They had no sooner got on the bus than Jim told them 
to get off and walk--to the top of the hill. It seems that the bus was unable to go up hills with a full 
load of passengers--as it was, the bus barely made it to the top by itself. After the passengers were once 
again on the bus and on their way, the bus (or Jim) attempted to kill a large bull elk that was crossing 
the road. The bull was lucky--Jim missed! 
The bus finally reached Mammoth and the students w :ore shown to their quarters-- barrac ks·like 
donnitories left over from the time the Army administered the Park. As soon as they were settled in 
their quarters, the money and cards, were broken out and the traditional poker games began. 
The next two days, Friday and Saturday, were filled with talks, lectures, and trips conducted 
by Park Service Personell. Noteworthy events were the trip to the Norris Geyser Basin, the tour of 
the Northern Yellowstone e lk winter range, a hike over Coalmine Flats where elk, bighorns, pronghorn 
antelope, and moose were seen at close range, a trip to watch an e lk drive and trapping operation 
(an operation that was frustrated by elk that were smarter than helicopters), and several talks by Park 
Service personell concerning various management problems. Park Biologist, Bill Barmore, presented an 
excellent discussion of the current problem with elk in the part and the need for herd reduction. 
One of the best talks was given by Kenneth Greer of the Montana Department of Fish and Game 
concerning the research project he has been conducting on the Northern Yellowstone eU: herd. His 
research has been centered around productivity and population dynamics studies. 
Many photographs were taken of the wildlife seen during the tours of the Park. Species seen included 
bison, moose, elk, deer, pronghorn antelope, bighorn sheep, and coyotes. Unfortunately, due to the 
inability of the bus to move at more than two speeds, fast and stop, most of the photos taken had to be 
of the high speed variety (the same may be said of visual observation). 
However, it wasn't all field trips, lectures , and poker games in the dorm. Students this year were 
fortunate to find that the coctail lounge and recreation room at Mammoth Lodge were open this year 
to cater to winter tourists and residents of Gardner. Cater they did, to a contingent of thirsty, fun-
lo ::.Og wildlifers, in addition to their regular customers. Bad mitton, ping-pong, and poker games 
were offered in addition to liquid refreshment. &m Reikleman, the generous bartender who always 
managed to allow the jigger to overflow, (his motto seemed to be "· •• may your cup runneth over ••• '') 
can now claim many friends among our Utah State WILD-LIFERS. 
Early Sunday morning, our party of students packed their bags and reluctantly climbed back 
aboard Jim's bus for the trip back to that land of sunchine, Cache (Happy) Valley, Utah. Believe 
it or not, the weather was .. 1uch nicer in Yellowstone than--you know where. Our wildlifers 
turned into a group of wilaLOAFERS for the trip home--most of them slept all the way home. 
By Robert D. Anderson 
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qoilalife eo~-tclave 
Eighteen strong. the Utah State University Wildlife Society delegate to the Third Annual 
Western Students Wildlife Conclave, left Aprill9,for Las Cruces, New Mexico, 
Nine western universities were represented at the conclave this year, They were Colorado 
State, Hum bolt State, Oregon State, Texas A & M, Utah State, Kansas State, Texas A & M Wyoming, 
and the host,New Mexico State, 
The conclave officially began at 8:30 a, m., April2l, with the welcome address by Dr. Philip 
J. Leyendecker, Dean of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics. The introduction into 
this year's theme, "Wildlife in the Multiple Use Program:" was presented by Ludel s. Gordon, 
Director of the New Mexico Department of Fish and Game and Dr. Wendell G, Swank, Director of 
the Arizona Game and Fish Department. 
A panel on Wildlife in th e Multiple Use Program followed the introduction. The panel members 
consisted of a national forest supervisor, a state chief game manager, a state director of the BLM, 
a loca l rancher and a county manager. 
Technical meetings comprised the afternoon session, Papers were given on Exotic Introductions, 
TurkeyManagement,ImportanceofRodents on Desert Grasslands, Fresh water Fisheries in New Mexico, 
Habitat Research, and The Role of Bats in Rabies Ecology, 
The evening session was a business meeting where old and new business werediscussed, Having met 
old friends and new, a quick decision was made to form discussion groups to talk over events of the 
past year and to discuss everything in general, One group decided to meet 40 miles south while the 
other met at a loca l pu!:J. 
Field trips were taken the next morning to the San Andreas National Wildlife Refuge, the Rio 
Grande Valley and Jornada Plain,and a tour through the rabies laboratory anc: quail study pens. 
That afternoon a vote was taken to see where the conclave would be held the following year. 
Humbolt State, Oregon State and the University of Montana placed bids , Hum bolt State will host 
the fourth annual conclave. 
The Wildlife Bow l followed, Humbolt State won with Colorado State second and Utah State third. 
The last official event of the conclave was the banquet, W. Ca leb Glazner, Assistant Director 
of Rob and Bessie Welder Wildlife Foundation, was the main speaker. 
It had been decided by a ll those present that the conclave had been a good one, and one 
enjoyed by a ll. 
With a need t o discuss the important events of the day, the Utah State delegation with their 
Texas A & M buddies headed south to carry out this discussion. It seems that the discussion was 
long, long enough for some to see the sun rise over Mexico. 
Jim Porte 
8og Hotcheo P~ 
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NORTH TO ALASKA 
I spent a total of eight months on Kodiak Island, Alaska, arriving there in mid-April of last spring. 
the first six months, I was involved in research work on the red salmon, @ Nerka), for the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, For the remaining two months, October and November, I was 
employed by Pinnell and Talifson who are well known guides and outfitters in that area. While I was with 
them, we hunted the Kodiak brown bear. 
My experience with the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries was to me an important addition to my education. 
In this study we were concerned with the various phases of the life history of the red salmon. This fish is a 
vital part of the fishing industry of Alaska and all the data that were collected is used in controlling the 
exploitation of this important food f.ish, 
The red salmon is an anadromous fish; it spends the greater part of its life in salt water and runs to freshwa 
to spawn, Briefly its life history is as follows: The eggs, which have been deposited in the freshwater stream 
bottoms in mid-summer and fall, hatch and produce fry the following spring, The fry then spend the next two 
years in freshwater, increasing in size to fi 1e or six inches, They are now termed smolt, In early spring of 
second year, the smolt move downstream to the sea where they live for the next three to five years, At the 
end of this period they reach maturity and, as adults, move back to the freshwater to spawn and die, thus 
completing their life cycle in five to seven years, 
My first project was concerned with the fry population of a small mountain stream which flows into a 
large body of freshwater known as Karluk Lake, As soon as the fry hatch in this partic ular stream, and in 
others like it, L'1ey immediately move into the lake, My job was to get an estimate of the total number of 
fry which hatched and moved out of this stream, This work lasted two months, during which time I lived 
alone in a sma ll one room cabin and sddom had any contact with people, 
The fry work is done at night, since they move downstream only after dark. Sample counts of the fry are 
collected at the mouth of the stream periodically throughout each night, Two nets evenly spaced in the 
stream are used for the sampling, The stream current carrying the newly hatched fry downstream force 
them into the nets so they are unable to escape, Since these samples are always taken in exactly the same 
way at the same time each night, a given percentage of the total number of fry moving downstream are 
being captured, To determine exactly what this percentage is, a capture recapture method is used, 
Every few days several of the captured live fry are chemically stained and released upstream above the 
nets, Therefore, a given percentage of the stained fry are released, the percentage of recaptured 
stained fry can be calculated, This figure is considered to be representative of the percentage of fry 
begin caught each night and is used to figure the total number of fry moving out of the stream. 
The remaining four months with the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries also included research work with 
the silver salmon, pink salmon, and king sa lmon. These Alaskan streams are abundant with stecl' tead, 
rainbow trout, dolly varden trout, and arctic char, The fishing is very good, and the duck hunting is 
beyond anything you can imagine, There are several species of big game on Kodiak, which include 
caribou, deer, a few goats, and the brown bear, 
It was my opportunity to spend the last two months of my stay in Alaska working for game hunter in 
pursuit of the brown bear, The Kodiak brown bear is a much desired trophy and considered to be the 
largest bear in the world. We accommodated twenty hunters during the fall hunt with one hundred 
percent hunter success, The skulls of the three largest bears killed were entered in Boon and Crockett 
Competition, 
The bear population seems to be static at the present time, The hunting pressure is increasing rapidly each 
year, but due to the work of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, a huntable population will probably 
be maintained indefinitely, 
My stay in Alaska was an experience that I will never forget, and someday I hope to return to this 
great state, For anyone who loves the outdoors and is looking for opportunities of advancement in the 
field of natural resources , Alaska is just such a place, 
by Jim FitzPat 

3'-ore~t, Cf:!anc.Je & q()ilcllile eouncil 
Top row, left to right: Brian Geils, Skip Jones, Richard Fagan, Dennis Sykes, Johnnie J 
Gary Somerville, David Van De Graaff, David Aldo Prevedel, Charles Wood, Dennis Child. 
Bottom row, left to right : James E. B. Stuart, Bob Anderson, Sam King, Alan Muir, John 
Sigler, Bob Francke, George Wiggins, Scott Cameron. Not pictured: Dave Stearns, Bernie 
Fellow Conservationists, 
It is my pri ve lege to announce that the F. R . W. council has 
reached beyond traditional bounds and have opened doors for national 
recognition of this College student body. . 
Efforts have been made to get the President the the United States 
to proclaim a national conservation week with special support and 
recogniton given to this college and University. 
The traditional events were also provided tor the activities 
of the college. Conservation week activities were exceptional this 
year. Dennis Child, Special representative to the Council, and 
chairman of Conservation Week did an exceptional job in his: 
position with outstanding support from the Council. 
By Alan R. Muir 
eon~ervatlo11 CWeek 
On the 27th of March, Governor Calvin L. Rampton proclaimed 
April 10-16 as "Utah Conservation Week." Sunday night Paul took 
his annual stroll around campus and town. After seeing where he went and some 
comments he made, we can conclude that Paul doesn't particularly 
care for "lnj un -ears . " 
Thirteen beautiful coeds vied for Daughter of Paul this year. 
Kris Phillips was crowned Da ughter of Paul and Marcia Healy and 
Carolyn Adams as attendants. Wednesday and Thursday the 
"injun-ears'' were soundly defeated in a ll the competition. 
Charles Wood was the committee head in charge of getting displays 
for the Union Building. A large number of displays were donated by 
agencies and student organizations. The displays were both interesting 
and informative. 
Friday climaxed the week with a full day of lectures sponsored by 
the Alumni Association and the annual banquet was held, bringing 
Conservation Week to an end . 
by Dennis Childs 
Governor Rampton signs the proclaimation. 
Speaker 
Boyd L. Rasmussen 
Mr. Boyd L. Rasmussen, Director of the Bureau . 
of Land Management, U. S. Department of the Interior, 
spoke on April 14 at the annual Conservation Weekbanquet. 
Mr. Rasmussen presented a slide talk to his audience which 
illustrated the history of America's conservation movement. 
Stress was placed on the human element in conservation. He 
said, "Because people are our greatest resource, conservation of 
our natural resources is, in the long run, for the people and the better-
ment of the whole environment that people li~e in. " 
Mr. Rasmussen also mentioned the fact that the conservation 
field has tremendous potential for future growth, offering a challenge 
to students in resource management. 
':Banquet 
Daughter of Paul is crowned 
h ye~r at the conservation week 
quet. This year's winners, 
nged left to right are; Carolyn 
.ms - Attendant, Kris Philips -
.en, and Marcia Healy - Attend-
Alan Muir - Master of Ceremonies 
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CJ3ric/.qer o4warcl. 
Dean Floyd presents Douglas W. 
Dompier with The Son of Paul 
Award for outstanding student 
achievement. 
~ 
I 
I 
F. c. Koziol accepts the Bridger 
Award for outstanding contributions 
to the management of Natural 
Resources. 
Son ol 'Paul 
ss Whaley accepts, with reluctance, 
~ Headless Axe from Dr, John 
:whold. Ross attended class in 
jama bottoms in order to win 
~ award. 
The engineers make a contribution. 
'Cwin~ ol craul 
Linda Barton Annalee Price 
Queen eonte~t 
ATTENDANTS 
Carolyn Adams, Kris Philips 
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aughter of 'i'aul 
6'7 
Chairman 
Take that, injunear! 
Equal Rights 
Catch! 
Towel, anyone ? 
Push, Johnnie, push! 
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Wait, we're foresters too! 
Swag Factor?? 
Educational Material 
Canoe Race Raft Race 
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Designers and Producers of Attractive Printing 
DIAMOND RINGS 
PLAIR • • • • • FROM $100 
Baugh Jewelry 
4 7 North Main 
ANY HEAD CAN BE IMPROVED 
MEL'S 
BARBER SHOP 
752-9894 
Left to right: Dennis Anderson, Douglas W. J?ompier, Lee Skabelund, Richard Meyn, 
Harold Jones Charles Ebersole, Jeb Stuart, Garth Heaton. 
' 
Xi Sigma Pi is the National Forestry Honorary Fraternity. Our main goal 
is to promote leadership in forestry and related sciences. We are also interested 
in broadening our knowledge in other fields. Once a month we have a meeting in 
which a person in a field other than forestry and related sciences presents a talk 
to the members. This past year we have had talks on the toxins of plants, geology, 
and making color prints. 
I 
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KATER SHO 
~ 
Mountain Boots 
Irish Setter Sport Boots 
and many other styles 
Sizes 6 to 16 
128 N. Main 
Try Us 
Logan Ph. 752-
Free Delivery Any Place 
r - - i owco---------··------ - --
NEW BRUSHKING® Bmshcu-----
Model 321 attachment turns your lightweight chain sa 
into a brushcutter in minutes! All you do is mount the new BRUSHKING attachm and your lightweight chain saw becomes a pow 
brushcutter to clear weeds, heavy grass a nd 
underbrush eas ily. What 's more, you can cut 
saplings and trees up to 9 inches diameter- all a \) a standing position. Discover how much more your chain saw can be with the new BRUSHKING bru cutter attachment with shatterproof 10-inch steel Priced at only $99 .00 , F.O.B. Keene, N.H. This attac 
will accommodate all BRUSHKING brushcutter a 
ments for greater versatility. These are the grass trim 
attachment with flat I 0-inch blade, saw blade guide, 
guard, saw blade cover guard, level cut guide, etc. See 
BRUSHKING dealer or write to us fo r further informal 
BRUSH KING MODEL 321 BRUSHCUTTER 
ATTACHMENT IS AVAILABLE FOR THESE LIGHTWEIGHT CHAIN SAWS: 
. 
Remington PL-4 Homelite XL-12 Lombard AL-42 Poulan 400 Pioneer 11-10 
ROWCO MFG. co., INC., DEPT. 48 EMERALD ST., KEENE, N.H. 03431 
Left to Right: George Wiggins--Range editor, David Prevedel--Editor in Chief, 
David Van De Graaff--Forestry Editor. 
Chips is the newspaper representing the students and faculty of the College of 
Natural Resources. Under f:he direction of the F. R. W. Student Gove rnment, 
and Dean J . Whitney Floyd , Chips is published twice monthly, reporting the 
happenings and functions of the societies of th e Coll ege. Ships attempts to express 
the students' views and solicits their support and participation in the organizations 
and the College. 
Secretarie.o 
Left to right, bottom row; J an R oberts , Tuella Workman, Susan P orter 
Cher i Olsen , 
Top row; Diane Pierson, J oe Lene Sande r s , J ol ene Huntzinge r, 
Jan Cooley, Colleen Bennett 
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Be au ty 
the Beast 
~all ':Bar-b-que 
Wh a t a cha rming co uple!! 
Get it 
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The New York Life Agent 
on your campus 
is a good man to know 
Val M. Lower 
Service is our most important product 
Lyman Godfrey 
752-0214 
Jay Brockman 
752-3773 
405 North Main Logan, Utah Phone 752-9966 
Office- Professional Plaza 752-9191 
~L.aERT5CR5 
We Give Gold Strike Stamps" 
One Stop Shopping Center 
"Plenty of Free 
Parking" 
29 East 400 North 
Open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Weekdays 
Closed Sundays 
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aurr)' . before \<2. )' sees the ~rades . 
Size 15 112 
The Old Buffalo Skull 
will remind Foresters 
and their pals of the 
SPORTSMAN 
Headquarters For 
* Levis, Tony Lama Boots 
* Pendleton Shirts 
* Filson Vests & Jackets 
* Comfy Down Coats 
* Skis, Golf and Tennis 
Equipment 
* Complete Outerwear for 
Outdoorsman 
AGENCY. INC. 
For ALL your INSURANCE 
Auto-Home-Busifless 
14 West Center 752-5414 
W. J. Garrett F. Jay Spencer 
Stop in and say "HELLO" 
It's fun to shop at 
~~~Mmn 
Logan, Utah 
CACHE HOND 
925 North Main 
Take A Break - Ride A Honda · 
~uniper Stal/ 
John Hunt-Advisor 
Bill Brakel- Advertising Editor r -----=----
Kathy Dennis-typist, Sheila Sunada-Copy Editor, Lynette Kingsford-typist 
Typists not shown-Paula Merrill and Margie McRae. 
Left to right: 
Top row; George Wiggins-Staff, Dave Preveded-Range and Art editor, Jim Porter-
Wildlife Editor. 
Bottom row; Bill Hallanger-Photographer, Dave Van De Graaff--Editor-in-Chief, 
Richard Schreyer-Associate Editor. 
Not pictured; Robert Griffin-Staff, Johnnie Johnson-Finance. 
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WALT JOHNSON 
One of the College faculty members who will be leaving the Utah State scene 
is Professor Walt Johnson. He will be heading for greener pastures to work with 
the Sherwin Williams Paint Company in Chicago. His major tasks with the company 
will be doing research on new finishes for wood products and troubleshooting for 
present products. 
Professor Johnson has been teaching and researching at U.S. U. in Utilization 
and Wood Technology for the last four and a half years. He received his B.S. and 
M.S. degrees from the University of Michigan, and he will be furthering his educa-
tion, courtesv of his future emolovers. in pursuing a degree in chemistry. 
Many "wood sniffers" have come to know and respect Professor Johnson during 
the short time that he has been here. His relations with the students, especially 
as an advisor on the Junior Field Trip, have insured that he will not soon be 
forgotten. 
o4Lumni 
Norman v. Hancock, President 
Utah Foresters Alumni Association 
Fellow Alumni : 
It has indeed been a distinct pleasure to serve as your president this past 
year . 
One of the goals of your 1966-67 officers was to seek out the "lost" alumni 
among the near 1, 800 members . Progress was sufficient to put alumni records 
on "IBM"; however, we were still unable to locate the addresses of 114 alumni. 
We ask that you review the list attached to the March l newsletter and send 
in any address leads you might have . 
It was a pleasant surprise to see as many alumni as were at the Range Society 
Annual meeting in Seattle . A joint alumni and Utah Section of ASRM breakfast 
was held and 60 members were in attendance . C . w~ yne Cook '42 capably repre-
sented the College of Natural Resources and reviewed events and progress on 
U.S .u. Campus. At the risk of overlooking some of the "old- timers" who were 
at the society meetings and luncheon, I would like to attempt to recognize 
them . These included Ed Cliff '31, Basil Crane '35, Walt Hanson '35, A. C. 
Hull '36, Art Smith ' 36, Everett Doman ' 38, LaMar Mason '39, Grant Harris ' 39, 
Howard Foulger, ' 39, Jim Blaisdel ' 39, Eldon Smith '40, Paul Ho-vrard '41 and 
Jus ton Smith '42 . 
We .alumni sat a little higher in the saddle at the Seattle meet ing as Dr. Cook 
took over the reins as President of the American Society of Range Management . 
This is a signal honor to one of our alumni and we all wish him well . 
As many of you past presidents can attest, the success of the association is 
direc t l y dependent on the ability and diligence of your fellow officers and 
cha irman and thei r committees . I t hardly seems adequate to tell them thanks 
for the jobs well done , but perhaps this, together with the satisfaction of 
doing a good job , are at least token rewards of such labors . I personally 
thank these men and other officers of the Executive Committee , particularly 
Dean J . Whitney Floyd, who has been the driving force and has aided mater -
ially in maintaining continuity in alumni activity . I also express apprec -
iation to all'"".of you a l umni for your fine support and wish you continued 
success in your endeavors this coming year. 
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o4lumn 
J. Whitney Floyd 
D ea r A 1 umn i : 
Another academic year is rapidly coming to a close at Utah State Universit 
and with it comes the experience of another graduating class. 110 of them 
on the Bachelor of Science level and probably 25 on the Master of Science 
and Ph.D level. Where do they go from here? How wi 11 they represent us? 
How have we treated them while here? Have they benef i ted from their expe-
rience? Has the experience of having them with us been beneficial to both 
the University and to the graduate? These are questions the faculty must 
try to answer as we see the student leave the campus and they are questions 
the graduate must ask himself. 
Our questions are largely answered, not immediately, but as the years roll 
by and we watch the progress and success of our former students. Some of 
the sources we draw from to measure your successes are; your return to the 
campus to pay us a visit, your letters received in wh ich you review your 
work status and promotions, your attendance and participation in professio 
meetings with us, your publications in professional and scientific journals 
and other accounts of your progress, your appointments, your recognition. 
We are proud of what we read, hear and see. Our alumni are now fi 1 ling 
important research and teaching responsibi 1 ities in universities and col leg 
throughout all the western states and in many eastern states including Cana 
In the federal and state services related to natural resources, Utah State 
University graduates are assuming top positions of lecdership. You are 
wel 1 represented in private and industrial agencies ard businesses. 
The 1967 Conservation Week just concluded and nearly iOO alumni returned 
to the campus. During the year alumni group meetings were held in several 
of our professional meetings. Twice in Seattle when the Society of America 
Foresters had their annual meeting in October, and al~o when the American 
Society of Range Management had its annual meeting in February. Again in 
San Francisco at the North American Wildlife and Natural Resources meeting 
in March. 
These personal contacts are important to us and we ho~e they mea n some thing 
to you. We express an invitation to you to meet with us a s f reque ntly as 
possib le, as we do e njoy knowing of your whereabouts end a chi evemen ts . 
\.~~ ~ Wh i t 1 oy Dea n 
College Natural Re s ou rce s 
To the Alumni: 
Thanks men for making me a member of the Foresters Alumni Association 
when you elected me to thg office. While reading the countless letters 
which came during the past year, I could recollect the faces of a 
majority of you men. Unfortunately for this absent minded professor, 
a few names were totally unfamiliar. 
Dean Floyd's request last July for dues and donations to the Scholarship 
Fund brought a quick and notable respons e from about 200 members of 
some 1700 graduates. From his request, I was able to deposit in the 
Scholarship Fund $169 to help finance worthy undergraduates. In the 
past two months you alumni again have swelled this fund by $175 to April 
first. Yet more will come in. What approach might we use to gain a 
greater response than a mere 1 out of 8? 
You alumni are distributed all over the United States, and a few are in 
foreign countries. To each of you the staff of your alma mater appreciates 
your many contributions to professional advancement in the field of 
natural resources. Best of all we like to see the promotions spoken 
of and earned by all of you. And promotions include expanding families ! 
In this day of the cry to college teachers "to publish or perish" there is 
yet a core of teachers here who believe that publishing should be 
tempered with more personal consultations. Students who excell 
their teachers by research or by administrative ability after 25 years 
of service are indeed the ultimate award of the teaching profession. We 
teachers are but the catalyst to get you guys going faster and better than 
you might have performed otherwise. May the years be increasingly 
good to you. 
Sincerely yours, 
Jjj-~}f. j{J_lkt/v 
George Hills Kelker 
Secretary and Treasurer 
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1966-67 OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES OF U. S. U. FORESTERS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS 
Dean, College of Natural Resources & Alumni Executive Committee--J. Whitney Floyd 
President - Norman V. Hancock 
President Elect - LaMar Mason 
Past President - Merlin I. Bishvp 
Secretary-Treasurer - George H. Kelker 
COMMITTEES 
Annual Joint Program and Alumni Luncheon 
Jessop B. Low - Chairman 
Ray Moore - (Society of American Foresters) 
Jack Hooper - (ASR, },~ Society) 
LaMoyne Wilson - (SCS Sodety) 
Membership and Student Recruitment 
Carl M. Johnson - Chairman 
Carl .:Uebel 
Wayne Cloward 
Gar Workman 
James Murphy 
Scholarship 
Dean, J. Whitney Floyd 
Auditing 
Jim B. Grumbles - Chairman 
John D. Hunt 
Ross Whaley 
Education 
Mark Crystal - Chairman 
Edwin v. Rawley 
John Bradshaw 
Henry L. Ketchie 
Odell Julander 
Nominating 
James L. Jacobs - Chairman 
Benjamin Heywood 
Conway Perry 
Merlin Bishop 
A. c. Hull, Jr. 
ALUMNI DIRE~TORY 
l-S-3,Block 19, Sargodha, Paki s tan 
, BLM, Fillmore, Utah 
on, 4 980 Wes tmin s t e r Ave ., Ladn e r, B.C.,Can . 
ay l ess , Mont. Fish & Ga me, He l e na, Mon t . 
llon , Ash l ey Na tl.For., Rooseve lt, Utah 
l ey , 2 22 S . Loomi s , Ft. Collins , Co l o . 
l ey , 5653 valley Vi ew Dr . ,Corvalli s , Ore . 
sby , Ra n ch , Fredonia , Arizona 
t nnon , 876 4 t h Ave ., S .L.C., Utah 
~apel , Box 111-A, Rt 2 , McPher s on,Ka n sas 
i ud r y , 2 1 Tagor e St. Gwa l ma nd i,La jor e , W.Pak i stan 
: obb , 222275 Brook side , Southf i e ld, Mi ch. 
, Rt. 3, Great Bend , Kans a s 
l ton , 917 N. 7t h , Bo i se , I daho 
ropper , BLM , El ko , Nevada 
e , USFS Fla thead Na tl. For ., Ka li spel l, Mont. 
?ee , Texas Tech.,Lubbock , Texas 
<er , Wal l ow- Whi t man Natl.For .,Un i on , Ore. 
"stes , Ash l ey Nat l. For ., Ve r nal , Utah 
j lay , Box 364 , Kemmerer , Wyo. 
i sh, Durango , Co l orado 
ige , P.O. Box 428 , How l and Is ., Port Byron , N. Y. 
rett , BLM , E l y , Nevada 
s, USFS , El y , Nevada 
; imby , 36 Herr ick Ave. , Spring Val ley , N.Y . 
3latze l, Wien 18, Austria 
een , 151 N. 700 W. , Cedar city, Utah 
en, P . O. Box 1306 , Albuquerque , New Mexico 
i ffin , USFS , See l y Lake , Montan a 
:;uillette , Fish l ake Natl. For. , Ri chfield , utah 
dackley, Cache Nat l. For ., Ogden , Utah 
eder , Lemon, Sou th Dakota 
Hanks , Boise Natl. For. , Boise , I daho 
sen, BLM , Price , Utah 
i nson , P . O. Box 338 , Oshurn , I daho 
sen, 261 1 E . St ewart , Las Vegas , Nevada 
ensen , BLM, Kanab , Utah 
J ensen , Is l and Park Ranger Sta .,I sland Park , Ida. 
nker, Gen. Del., J ackson , Wyo . 
Kleinfelder, USFS , Siuslaw Nat l. For ., Waldport , Ore . 
amb , BLM , Kanab , Utah 
Kibben , Box 63 , Ma l ta , Ohio 
~ s. 759 Ocala , La Puenta, Calif . 
kohr, Amer . Consu l ate APO 1 58, San Fran ., Ca l if . 
rgan , Ind i a n o l a Ranger Sta. , No . Fork ,Idaho 
~lson , Va l entine , Nebraska 
ville, BLM 2734 N. E . Doug l as , Roseburg , Oregon 
erhansly , White r ocks , Utah 
an,USFS , Sa l t Lake City , Utah 
Peck , Blacks Southside Park,Mon ticello , utah 
chard, 2652 Mt . Crest Dr. , S. L. C., Utah 
Qureshi , 149 Ch . Wari s , Uhan , Ra walpi ndi , Pakistan 
e hfeldt , Box 151, Bl ack Earth , Wi sconsin 
~ih , For . Resear ch Inst ., Arbi l, Iraq 
dvo l, Grace Ci ty , Nor th Dakota 
l ack , Panguitch , Utah 
mith , 2458 South 220 , Des Moi nes , wash . 
Smi~ . US FS Boi se Nat l. For .,Bo i se , I daho 
nervi lle , SCS , Flagstaff , Ar izona 
Lmadge , 599 Whi t ney Ave ., New Haven Conn 
neim , To i yabe , Natl. Fo r.,Re n o , Ne~ada · 
orson , Dixi e Natl. For., Cedar City ,U tah 
rgood , BLM, Ri chfi e l d , Utah 
Vende l, 465 West f all Rd ., Roch es t e r,N.Y. 
er t , For . Ex p . Sta.Box 24 5 , Ber ke l ey , Ca l if . 
l s, 64 5 W. Hillv iew, Wins l ow , Ariz. 
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Spence r Amend , 1 55 E . 2 N., Logan , Uta h 
J u l iam Anderson, BLM, Lewi ston , Montan a 
Robe r t Baker, P . 0 . Box 321, J ackson , Wyo . 
J oseph Ber lin , 3891 Nor fo l k St ., Burnaby 2 , B.C ., Can. 
Norman Bettencourt , 8520 Lemon Ave. , Lamesa , Ca li f. 
Be nnett Black , Tar ghee Nat l. For ., Dubo i s , I daho 
Loren Braze ll, Gen. De l. P .O. Box 4 91 , Shoshone , Ida . 
Peter Bunting , 1302 N. Scot t St . #3 , Arl ington , va. 
Richar d Burch , NA SUP CENT, P . O. Box 300 , San Fran. , Calif . 
Richa r d Carrol l, USN , OCS , Pensaco l a , Ga . 
J ohn Christensen , Box 254, Logan , Utah 
Larry Clough , Int . Vol . Ser.U.S . Embassy , Al g i ers,Algeria 
J oseph Dale , Fish & Game Office , Price , Utah 
J ohn Dewitz , P.O. Box 536 , Jon Day, Or e . 
Donald Dittmer, 155 S . We ll s Ave. , Reno , Nev . 
Verr Don Durfee , Utah F i sh & Game Dept., Vernal , Utah 
David Ellis , 1122 S. Cedar , Casper, Wyo . 
Robert Ellis , Natl . Wlf . Ref. , P.O . Box 19 , Burbank, wash. 
Gary Ferrier , Idaho State U., Pocatel l o , Ida . 
Keith Foulger , US Air Force, Minot, No . Dakota 
Donald Fuller , USFS , swan Valley , Ida. 
Jerry Gifford , WLR Dept. , U. S.U . , Logan , Utah 
Verl Grace , N.Mex . State U., College Park , N.Mexico 
Harley Grieman , USFS Grand Mesa Uncompahgre , Delta,Colo . 
John Hammond , 395 N. 2 W. , Logan, Utah 
Walter Hanks , Fishlake Natl. For ., Richfield, Utah 
William Harenberg , 4130 Plum St . , Boise , Ida. 
William Harvey , Shandon Rt. , Paso Robles , Calif. 
Edward Hayhurst , 45 N. 4 00 E ., Spanish Fork , Utah 
David Ray Hess, State Dept. - Algiers , Wash.D.C . 
Earl Higgs, Box 23 , Yampa , Colo. 
Earl Hindley , 2873- A Duane Ave ., Redding , Calif. 
Darre ll Hintze, USFS Bridger Nat l. For ., Kemmerer , Wyo. 
F l oyd Hopper , 4 19 Jefferson St. , Carlstadt , N. Jersey 
J erry Horgesheimer , 17958 Locust , Lansing, Il l. 
Kenneth Horner , 4223 W. Concordia , Mi l waukee 16,Wis. 
Roderick Howard , BLM , Ely , Nevada 
Fred Ivgil, Dept.State Algiers IVS , Wash. , D. C . 
Darwin Jensen, Boise Natl . For. , Boise , Ida. 
Terry Jensen , Gen . Del. , Co l lege, Alaska 
Farrel Johns , Sheridan Bud Farm , Sheridan , Wyo. 
Darre l l Johnson , USFS, Roosevelt , Utah 
Laird Johnson , 2048 Durango Dr., Monterey Park , Calif. 
Phil Johnson , USFS Flaming Gorge , Dutch John, Utah 
Ernst Karsten , 815 Man l y Dr ., San Gabr i e l, Calif. 
Walter Kempe , 616 Laure l St. , Ft . Collins , Co l o. 
Lavon Loynd , Gen . Del , Garden Valley , Ida . 
Gerhard Marby , 1063 E. 1st Ave ., S . L.C ., Utah 
John L . Mickel , 1027 Madison St. , Waukesha , Wis. 
Kenneth Mitchell , Box 553 Rt . l , Ketchikan, Alaska 
J ames Montgomery , 850 N. Main , Richfie l d , Utah 
J erome Musse l man , Dugway Proving Grounds , Tooele , Utah 
Dav1d Myers , U. of Utah , S . L.C. , Utah 
F l oyd Newby , 1106 Lutz St. , Ann Arbor , Mich . 
J ohn Owen , Blackfoot Hi gh Schoo l , Blackfoot , Ida . 
Dan Poppleton , 15 S . 9 E. , S.L . C . , Utah 
Glade Quilter , Dixie Natl . For ., Cedar City , Utah 
Gray Reyno l ds, 1 565 W. 6th , Reno, Nev. 
James Rogers , P.O . Box 522 , Alpine, Ar iz. 
Dona l d Ross , Box J , Duchesne, Utah 
J on Samue l son , 212 1 S . 34 th , Lincoln , Nebr . 
Gary Sayer , USFS , Pineda l e , Wyo . 
Donald Schmidtlein , Preston , Ida . 
Darre l Short , 369 Ash , El ko , Nev . 
Earle Smith , 106 Magr uder, Mineral We lls , Tex . 
Co l e.snyder , Mont .Grad . Stud i es , M. S . U., Missoula , Mont. 
Neph 1 Tay l or, 973 N. Ma i n , Fa r mington , Utah 
Seth Thorpe , US FS , Humboldt Nat l. For .,Jarbidge , Nev . 
Haro l d Upgren , 1 720 5th St . , Bismarck , No . Dakota 
Fred Vigi l, Dept . State Al g i ers I VS , Wash ., D. C. 
R1chard Virgin, Star Route Box 1295, Sonora , Ca l if . 
Robert Webster, USFS , Dutch John Utah 
J ames Whittekiend , USFS , Dixie N~tl . For, Cedar City,Utah 
Larry Wilson , Fish & Game , 1 596 W.N.Temp l e , S. L .C. , Utah 
Rona l d W1ls on , Box 56 1, Panguitch , Utah 
J esse Windham , Rt. 1, Siloon Spr ., Ark . 
James Zumbo , 21 Russe l Dr ., Newbourgh , New York 
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MarVi n Bag l ey , 12 7 Ouray Ave., Grnn .Junc .,Co lo . 
Dan Baird , Br idger Nat l.For.,B ig Piney , Wyo . 
Aubra Ba l dwin Di x i e Na tl.For ., Panguitch , Ut ah 
J ames Barry , Box 126 , Chester , Ca l if. 
Ellsworth Bartlett , U. o f Ariz . , Tucson, Ar i z . 
Robert Barto n, 55 1 Al t uras Dr. , Twi n Falls , I da . 
Ri chard Be ll, USFS ,Bitterroot N.F.,Hamilton , Mont . 
Clyn Bishop , Rt . l Box SO, Smi thf i e l d , Utah 
Lynn Bott , USFS Br idge r Na tl. For ., Kemmer e r, Wyo . 
Ronald Brown , 409 Mumfor d St ., Schenec t ady , N. Y. 
Lewis Campbell , Rando l ph, Utah 
Rex Campbel l, 525~ E . Ken t , Missoula , Mon t . 
Brent Christensen , Mayf i e l d , Utah 
J e r e Christner , 235 Tahoe Dr . ,Car s on City , Nev . 
Rona l d Cl ay , Magno l ia , Mass . 
Michae l Co l e , Carol yn Apt. P.Wil liam · ~ t., Va ldosta , Ga . 
rhomas Coste llo , 637 Lilac Lane , Cl arks Summit , Pe nn. 
Ervi n Cow l ey , Ven i ce, Utah 
Richard Cutler , R. R.2, Arpin , Wis . 
Robert Dalton , USU Bio. Lab , Gar den City , Utah 
Ernest Dean , 165 S . 3 E., American Fork , Utah 
J erome Decker , 144 0 N. 5 w., Woods Cr oss , Utah 
Sc ott Deffendol, 2 17 W. 5 S ., Pr i ce, Ut ah 
Ar t h ur Dewey , Monument Rd ., Bennington , Vt . 
Stanley Dubois , 500 N. 5 w., Lehi , utah 
J oseph Dunford , USF S , Toiyabe N. F., Reno , Nev. 
Ga r y Evans , 50 Petrie , Lettle Fa l ls , N. Y. 
Roy Gore , Glenwood , New Mexic o 
Harry Grace , Serv i cio Foresa l Y D Casa , Huancabamba, Peru 
Robert Green, 402 South , Northampton , Mass . 
Wi lliam Gr eenwood , 8 21 7 Viv i an Dr. , Pit tsburgh 37 , Pe nn . 
Clinton Gro l l , 72 1 W. Grant, Williams , Ar iz. 
Charles Guier , P . O. Box 576, Independence, Kan . 
Frank Gunnel l, 465 E . 9 N., Logan , Utah 
Ronald Ha ll, Lava Hot Springs , I daho 
Va ldo n Hancock , 444 West 6 North , Logan, Utah 
Kenwood Hauter, Man it-LaSa l Nat l .For.,Pr i ce , Utah 
J ohn Havnvik , 258 Da l e Rd., Moses Lane , wash. 
J ohn Hesse , Ozawki e , Kan. 
Dar win Hi lton, Box 22 4, Loa , Utah 
Harmon Hodgkinson , Rt . 2 , Box 264 , Verna l, Utah 
Davi d Hoopaugh , 175 Ni e t o Ave . 3 , Long Beach, Calif. 
Rob e r t Hudd l eston , 5136 Rockridge Road ,La Mesa , Calif. 
Wil liam Hunter , 8438 E . Sheffield Rd ., San Gabriel , Calif. 
Raymond Hyde , 2035 Lyans Dr ive , La Canada , Calif . 
Davi d I nnis , 4 1 Par k Ave ., She l by , Ohio 
Allyn J asper , Murph ys , Ca li f . 
Rona l d J ones , Box 14 9 Na tl. F.Hatchery , Edenton , N. C. 
Geor ge Landrum , 1 1 3rd St., McFarland , Ca lif. 
A ~an Lane , 4 04 N. 4 0 St . , Ca md en , New J e r sey 
T'rrence Lee , Fa irport Na t l.Bio .Lab Hatc h, Mu sca t ine , Wash . 
Mont Lew i s , 327 2 Gramer c y, Ogd en , Ut ah 
Sh e l don Lewi s , 16 1 Wes t 1 No r th , Rigby , Ida . 
Robe rt Lockwood , 4 23 Benne r St., High land Park , N.Jersey 
Ronald Mai e r, Rt. 2, Box 128, Haze lton, Idaho 
Lewis Martindale , Burley , Ida h o 
J ohn Matthews , 1151 E . 7 N., Logan, Utah 
Ronald McKin st~y . 2 0 31 Van Buren, Ogd e n, Utah 
Robe r t McQuivey , Rt. 4, Chambe rsburg , Pe nn. 
Dav id Me i e r, Co leridge , Nebra s ka 
S t a nley Mille r, 19 W. 1700 S. , Bountiful, Utah 
Michael Mi su l i a, 102 Motors Ave , Uppe r Darby , Pa. 
Dav i d Moore, 97 Cypru s St., Cop perton, Utah 
James Mo r gan, Idaho Fish & Game Box 477, Challi s ,Idaho 
Fo re s t Morin, USFS,Ballatin Natl.For., Bozeman, Mont . 
Wesley Pa rks , P.O. Box 435, Ruth, Nevada 
Roger Perry, Teasdale, Utah 
David Peterson, Glenwood Rd., Richfield, Utah 
James Peterson, 3167 Grandeur, Altadena, Calif. 
~Tyson Planz, 3479 Springhill Road, Lafayette,Calif. 
··Giles Rafsnider, 235 N. 1 E. #13, Logan, Utah 
Freeman Rowley, Box 722, Fillmore, Utah 
Hollis Shenton, 203 S.E.St., Lakev iew, Oregon 
Warren Sherman, BLM, Couer D'Alene, Idaho 
Larry Sip, BLM, Rock Springs, Wyo. 
Donald Stewart, Box 697, East Ely, Nevada 
Gilbert Swain, Lapoint, Utah 
Neil Talbot, BLM, Burns, Oregon 
Keith Tweedie, USFS Fishlake N.F., Kanosh, Utah 
Phillip Unterschuetz, 14620 Dickens 28, Sherman Oak s,Cal. 
Lee Wangsgard, BLM, Vernal, Utah 
Paul Wares, 73 Perkins St., West Newton, Mass. 
Leroy Zeller, Regional Office,Fish & Game Dept.,Billings,Mont. 
Syril Zufelt, BLM, RockSprings, Wyo. 
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William Baden, P .O . Box 307 , Glenn vi l e , Cali f . 
Richard Ba ird, Rt. 2 , Preston , Id a . 
Tom Baxter, Durkee, Oregon 
Laur e n ce Be l l, 376 W. 400 N. , Orem , Utah 
Steven Bjornn , 54 3 E . 4 N., Bounti fu l, Uta h 
De nni s Black , 53 17 Ervi n St . , Li nco ln , Nebr . 
J ames Boynton, Rt . l, Box 2 35 , Ant i och , Ca li f . 
J ames Br ogdon , 324 N. W. 30th St., Ga i nesvi lle ,Fla . 
Kenneth Brooks , 8378 Mix Ave. , Magna , Utah 
Jerry Chatterton , 21 9 La Cadena D ~. , Riverside , Ca li 
Delano Cl aymore, Box 218 , Fort Yates , No .Dakota 
Wayne Cloward , 50 7th St . N. E. , Atlan t a , Ga . 
Wil liam Comb s , 4214 W. 231 St., Torrance , Ca l if. 
Cohen Croney , Rt . 1 , Bancrof t, Ida. 
Geor ge Dekan , 751 Turner , Glen Ellyn ,Ill . 
Ben j amin Dekker , P.O . Box 314 , Finley , No.Dakota 
Fred Dennis, P.O. Box 703 , Santa Fe , New Mexico 
Dona l d Duff , B. of S . F . &WL, Fed.B l dg, Sacr amento , 
Be l den Durtschi, U. S .F . S ., Soda Spring s , Idaho 
Wayne Erickson , l72 N. 2 E ., Smithfield , Utah 
Richar d Farrar , 55 1 N. 6 E ., Logan , Utah 
Da l e Ger ry , 409 N. 2nd , Douglas , Wyo . 
J ames Guymon , Par owan , Utah 
Geor ge Haas , 43 Stage Coach Rd ., Vincen town , N. J . 
Dona l d Hansen , 918 E . Centr al Ave . Apt.F , Red l ands , Ca 
Thomas Harper , l605 Baxter Ave ., Al den , N. Y. 
Robert Heath , 532 Logan St ., Janesvil l e , Wis . 
Terry He i ner, Thayne , Wyoming 
Gary Herron , 9147 w . 3200 s ., Magna , Utah 
Conrad Hillman, Aki a, N. Dakota 
Robert Huey , 390 Hil l Ave ., El mhurst, I l l . 
Lee Hughes , Warroad , Minn. 
Richard I rizarry , 80 1 Manor Rd. , Staten I s ., N. Y. 
Char l es Irv i ne 3 11 Moccas i n , Buchanan , Mich. 
Perry Johnson , Rt 1, Box 317 , Rigby , I da . 
Pau l Kih l mi re , USFS caribou Nat l .For ., Pocate llo , 
Dav i d Kl i n ed i nst, 718 W. Ave., Lewi stown , I ll . 
Er v i n La r sen , Rt . 2 , Box 168 , Preston , I da . 
Wa llace La r sen , Par k va lley , utah 
Kl aus Loeper , 720 Cody Avenue 
Vincent Matt , Lee Center , Ne1o York 
Larry Maxf i e l d, 376 W. 4 N. , Moab , Utah 
Da l e McCormick, 30 Br ook l ine , Dearborn , Mich . 
Thomas Meyer , 1042 Frank l in Lakes Rd , Franklin Lks, 
Stephen Mi l lard, 1021 1 Ho lly Springs, Houston , Te x. 
Joe l Mi ller, P.O . Box 1169 , E l y , Nevada 
Gai l Morine , 1 14 4th Ave. , War r e n, Penn. 
George Mor r ison , 629 N. 5 E. , Loga n , Utah 
Wi lliam Myr i ck , l Mar .Div . REIN FMF FPO San Fran. , 
Kim Nattinger, 1431 A- S Ka l an i Iki , Honol u lu, 
Thoma s Nicho lls , 4 56 N. 5 W. , Manti, Ut ah 
Denni s Nie l sen, SCS , Verna l, Utah 
Dav id Ni e ma nn, 14 5 W. 8 N., Apt. 2, Logan, Utah 
Norman Nort o n, 1200 Brighton , Burbank, Ca lif. 
Do s t Para cha , Apt. 4 0 7,USU, Logan, Utah 
Mic hae l Pe stka , 1 528 Grove Ave .,Park Ridge , Ill . 
J ames Phillips , Dept.Wtr s h ed Mg t.,U of A.,Tucson, AJ 
Ralph Phipps , USFS, Mimbre s , New Mex ico 
Richard Re ardo n. 83 Lenaoe Trail, Medfo rd Lks,N.J. 
Brent Ritchi e , Rt . 2 , Me ridia n, Idaho 
Ve rn Roundy , Al ton, Ut ah 
Frank Rowley , 710 Nor t h Main, Montice llo,Utah 
William Schiffbaue r, 2114 Schilling , Sch e ravi lle ,In< 
Richard Schulze, 82 Cro cke tt Avenue,Logan,Utah 
Buryl Sh ort, 465 N. l E .,Log an,Utah 
Hal Skinner, 1976 S . 17 E. St., S.L.C., Utah 
Gary Slo op, Box 92, Granada, Minn. 
Paul Smith, R 1, Williamsburg, Pa. 
Wendell St.Pierre , 264 E. 870 N., Logan,Utah 
Michael Sullivan, Sekiu, Wash. 
James K. Summers, 667 E. 6 N.,Logan,Utah 
Larry Teeter, 4665 West 116 St., Hawthorne,Calif. 
Samuel Waddell, Wi s e Ave., N. Canton, Ohio 
Ronald Walters, P.O. Box 662, Malta, Idaho 
Melv in Wilhelm, M.R. Box 381, Winslow, Ariz. 
Barry Williams, c / o D.T. Williams,Arbon,Ida. 
Dall Winn, 355 E. 2 S., Richfield, Utah 
Alma Winward, 513 Univ.Apts . ,Logan, Utah 
Dennis Workman, Box 70, Floyd, Iowa 
Maurice Wright, Mohall., No. Dakota 
Michael Zan, Box 235, Logan, Utah 
SPENCER'S 
CONOCO SERVICE 
1285 East Hwy. 89 
Logan, Utah 
752-9906 
Conoco Products 
T ires Batteries Accessories 
Washing Lubrications 
l ust East of Campus 
Look For The Sign 
OLK GEN 
\ UTHORIZ£0 
DEALER 
Full Sales Parts and Service 
Sedan~ , Convertibles, 
Karman Ghias , Fastback, 
Squareback and Busses 
MORRIS VOLKSWAGEN 
399 North Main St. 
logan 
We Don't Know About 
"WILDLIFE" 
But We Can Help You 
With Jewelry 
THOMAS JEWELERS 
Forestry Graduates and Students: You are 
invited to join thousands of foresters and 
woodland operators and find "What you 
need - when you need it" at: 
Forestry Suppliers, Inc. 
Box 8397, 205 West Rankin Street 
Jackson, Mississippi 39202 
Quality Forestry, Engineering and 
Industrial Supplies - SHIPPED WORLDWIDE 
87 
il8 
CALL US 
to 
"Charter a Bus" 
Church Groups School Groups 
• 
Personal Needs 
• 
Youth Organizations 
COOK TRANSPORTATION CO. 
58 West 4th North, Logan 
o4clverti~er' ~ ':Director}! 
A lbertsons • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 5 
Al's Sporting Goods.. • • • • • • • • • • • 44 
Andersen Window all ••••••••••••• 27 
Baugh Jewelry •••••••••••••••••• 70 
Bullen's ••••••••••••••••••••••• 40 
Cache Honda ••••••••••••••••••• 78 
Chapman Chemical ••••••••••••• 50 
Chickering •••••••••••••••••••• 28 
Coca Cola • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 28 
Cook Transportation •••••••••••• 88 
Earl's Service •••••••••••••••••• 40 
Forestry Suppliers, Inc. • • • • • • • • • 87 
Hatch Insurance •••••••••••••••• 78 
Herald Printing ••••••••••••••••• 70 
Kater Shop •••••••••••••••••••• 72 
Leven's Men Store..... • • • • • • • • 40 
Logan Bottling • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 44 
Mathew's Market ••• • ••••••••••• 34 
Mel's Barber Shop •••••••••••••••••• , • 7 0 
Mitchell Motel •••••••••••••••••••••• 44 
Morris Volksw agon.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 87 Mt. Logan Cafe..................... 22 
Nelson Paint........................ 22 
New York Life•••••••••••••••••••••• 75 
Row co • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 72 
St. Regis • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15 
Smith Berger • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 22 
Spencer's Conoco • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 87 
The Sportsman • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 78 
Stones Texaco • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 22 
Thomas Jewelry..................... 87 
USU Bookstore 
Val's Chevron 
...................... 
...................... 
34 
75 
White Shoe • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 8 
Zanavoo ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 34 
~-
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY · LOGAN, UTAH 
Congratulations to the students and alumni of the College of 
Natural Resources on your fine yearbook. 
